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Abstract

Wind power has proven to be one of the most versa le forms of renewable energy. Similarly,
offshore wind is currently emerging as the most promising method of mee ng the global target
for low cost of renewable energy produc on, given themassive poten al of wind at sea. However,
from the wind turbine design point of view, the requirement of having a low cost offshore plant
implies both that the energy yield of the system is maximized and that the associated opera onal
and maintenance costs are minimized over its en re lifespan. Control systems, while certainly
required for safe wind turbine opera on, can also help in addressing these challenges. Offshore
wind turbines are especially subject to large varia ons of their physical parameters due to heavy
environmental condi ons and the pronounced passage of me. This report provides an overview
of the research approach taken towards ensuring that wind turbine control system performance,
while always affected by several introduced factors that cause devia ons of themodel parameters
from their nominal values, remains in some sense op mal. An analysis of the extent to which
typical control loops within a wind turbine control system are affected by design uncertainty is
first presented; subsequently, an improved design problem is formulated based on the analysis
results and solvedwithin the framework of linear parameter-varying control theory; the presented
design methodology for the formulated prac cal problem has the poten al of reducing typical
design safety factors considerably thus allowing for a decrease in wind turbine produc on costs
by up to 9%. The document is concluded with several qualita ve remarks and possibili es for
further development resul ng from the presented informa on.
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List of Abbreviations

AC Alterna ve Current
ACC Tower Top Accelera on
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a.u. arbitrary units
DC Direct Current
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MAX Maximum
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PDLF Parameter-Dependent Lyapunov Func on
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PD Propor onal-Deriva ve
PoW Produced Electrical Power
POS Tower Top Posi on
PR/RSC Rower Regula on/Rotor Speed Control
RFC Rainflow-Coun ng
PSD Power Spectral Density
RS Rotor Speed/Rota onal Sampling (case-dependent)
ROT Rotor
rpm revolu ons per minute
SCIG Squirrel-Cage Induc on Generator
SDP Semi-Definite Programming
STD Standard Devia on
SVD Singular Value Decomposi on
TowD Ac ve Tower Damping Control
TQ Generator Torque
TWr/TOWr Turbine Support Structure (Tower)
VS-VP Variable-Speed Variable-Pitch
WS Wind Speed
ZOH Zero-Order Hold Discre za on
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“One just principle from the depths of a cave is more powerful than an army.”

José Mar
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1
Introduction and Project Approach

1.1 Background and Formulation of Research Objectives

While it is true that our planet has many energy resources on offer - amongst them coal, oil and gas currently exploited
to inadmissible extents - the ac vity of the human race has to abide by the same unwri en rules as those for any
other species: if these resources are to be used, this needs to be done in a fully sustainable way. Failing to do so can
take its toll not only on the growth process intrinsic to the human society - it can also endanger our en re race. The
idea of harves ng these energy resources rather than exploi ng them has therefore naturally come into play towards
the end of the 20th century. Although the treatment of energy like agricultural crops is more of an inten on rather
than a prac cal plan [3], one realis c method of implemen ng this new philosophy is to make use of renewable or
almost-inexhaus ble sources such aswind, solar and hydro energy. These are not equally spread across all geographical
areas and moreover, even if present, the amount of available power in each of these depends on many factors such
as the season of the year and the me of the day. Of these, wind has been claimed to be the most reliable [70], due
to its high degree of consistency on large me scales. Although wind energy can be extracted in many different ways,
conven onal horizontal-axis wind turbines are predominantly used and largely accepted due to their versa lity [10].

Figure 1: The Brush Wind Turbine in Cleveland,
Ohio (photo: cca. 1888)

The earliest use of wind as a source of energy has been in the sail boats of
theAncient mes - our predecessors learned by observa on that thewind’s
force can be harnessed for transporta on by using properly-dimensioned
sails. The same principle has later been applied in the first wind mills,
supplying both force for grain-grinding and also automa ng the process
to some extent. Horizontal-axis wind mills appeared in the Middle Ages
and were soon preferred over their ver cal-axis counterparts which had
been exclusively used up to that me, due to their higher structural
efficiency. Their improvement process has been almost con nuous and
up to the late 18th century they have evolved from tradi onal post mills
to highly-advanced tower mills where full treatment of the grains could
be achieved, story by story. Plenty of engineered knowledge had already
been derived regarding the design of the mechanical components and the
blades; this made the en re design rela vely efficient, yet these were not
able to compete with the performance provided by the steam engine and
hence their use began to decline. A breakthrough occurred in 1888, when
Charles F. Brush coupled an electric machine to a mul -bladed rotor to
generate electricity: the first wind turbine (Figure 1) had been created.
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The Brush wind turbine was in opera on for 20 years, but its power capture performance was severely limited by
its high-solidity rotor. It was three years later that another inventor by the name of Poul la Cour created the first
full wind turbine design by integra ng system-level knowledge of blade aerodynamics, mechanical transmissions and
electric machinery. However, the wider spread of such turbines was s ll limited before the 1940s due to non-constant
availability, either because of their rela ve incapability of making the most out of the available wind resource or due
to their many failures. In the post-World War I period it had become obvious that rural areas supplying the gross food
resources in the United States needed to comply with electrical grid regula ons so that they could directly receive the
necessary electrical energy for producing and processing their crops to deliver their goods faster and in larger amounts.
It has, therefore, been imposed on farmers of the me to no longer rely on the sole use of their turbines for electrical
supply - this, in turn, lead to another period of absence of technological development in wind energy.

Figure 2: The Smith-PutnamWind Turbine in
Castleton, Vermont (photo: cca. 1942)

This was all about to change in 1931 when the first 100 kWwind generator
was created in Russia and showed poten al of u lity-scale wind energy
produc on. The United States also followed and delivered in 1941 a
1.25 MW machine; designed by Palmer C. Putnam and produced by
S. Morgan Smith Company, the Smith-Putnam wind turbine, shown in
Figure 2, featured a two-bladed downwind rotor and allowed for collec ve
blade pitch control to maintain steady rotor speed in above-rated wind
condi ons. The huge success, however, was overshadowed by a cri cal
failure that occurred only a er several hundreds of hours of opera on: this
was caused by the immense mechanical loads on the blades, completely
disregarded during the design phase, which lead to early fa gue in the
blade materials. The challenges of designing a large-scale machine that
could withstand such high mechanical loads had been too big to allow
for higher penetra on of wind-based generated electricity un l the late
1960s. Many new technologies had, nonetheless, been proposed for the
realiza on of more reliable components - one such example lies in the
works of Ulrich Hu er, who brought forward the idea of equally-spreading
the aerodynamic loads on the rotor over the surface of the blades, rather
than withstanding them: this could be done by using elas c materials such
as fibre glass and plas c. Similarly, the small wind energy community
began around this me to understand the need for some formof automa c

control in order to achieve all the different requirements for the reliable opera on of wind turbines.

It may be fairly stated that government-funded development in wind turbine technology dawned with the 1973 oil
crisis - the United States would lead the way in providing financial support for both fundamental and applied research
pertaining tomul -megawa wind energy systems. As ama er of fact, so pioneeringwas this approachof theAmerican
government that they even considered funding improvements for ver cal-axis machines, which were very unpopular
at that me - and all this despite their well-known limita ons. Moreover, even their Na onal Aeronau cs and Space
Administra on (NASA) decided to take part in the developments aimed at. The few implemented horizontal-axis
experimental designs performed exclusively by NASA, namely the 200 kW MOD-0A, the 2 MW MOD-1, the 2.5 MW
MOD-2, the 3.2 MW MOD-5B and the 4 MW WTS4 helped the United States energy programme progress rapidly. All
these designs brought forward more challenges than solu ons, yet by 1981 this federal programme had already been
deemed a success due to the amount of exper se developed and made available to poten al industries.

The European Union took unexpectedly long to react firmly to the United States Wind Energy Programme - in the wind
energy community this is a fact o en shown as an example of how big a role energy policy plays in the advancement
for higher penetra on of renewables and how this is relevant also from a geopoli cal point of view. Nonetheless,
both the European and the American energy markets were ready by mid-1980s for wind energy conversion systems.
Predominantly built at first in United States and then in Europe, the turbines erected in the late 20th century were
mul -hundred kilowa machines placed in wind farms in unpopulated areas with increased wind poten al. Just as
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the technical challenges of designing reliable large-scale wind turbines had been acknowledged less than one hundred
years earlier, the difficul es in opera ng high-performance wind farms also became visible a er their construc on.
Overall, the wind energy sector is s ll far from having reached its full poten al to this day.

Figure 3: An Offshore Wind Turbine in the
North Sea (photo: 2014)

Current trends in the advancement of wind energy systems aim at bringing
forward only technological developments that allow for the reduc on of
the cost of produced energy. Wind turbines are very expensive machinery
and the return of investment in wind farms is in mately related not only to
high energy produc on over the system life me: maintaining mechanical
loads within acceptable bounds during opera on, preven ng unnecessary
turbine down me in case of extreme events, as well as regula ng the
quality of generated power are topics that also receive special a en on
from an early design phase. The cost of wind energy might, moreover,
be further lowered if wind farms could ac vely support the AC power
grids [63, 1]. A major trend in recent years for the large-scale produc on
of wind energy is to construct wind turbines in offshore loca ons,
where the wind has increased availability throughout the year and higher
power. Moreover, offshore wind is less turbulent which naturally leads
to reduced dynamic mechanical loads on turbine components such as
blades, support structure and drivetrain. Nonetheless, the maintenance,
installa on, founda on and infrastructure costs associated with offshore
wind energy produc on are higher. Given that a large amount of factors
come into play when the cost of offshore wind energy is evaluated, it is
necessary to develop methods for cost of energy reduc on by lowering
all system produc on and opera on costs triggered by design uncertainty
and improving upon system reliability - this is the direc on in which the
Design for Reliable Power Performance (D4REL) research project follows
closely [66]. From the point of view of automa c control, wind turbines
are challenging systems to operate such that the return of investment for even a single system is maximal - on the
other hand, without feedback control it is likely that wind turbine opera on is not even safe in most cases [74].

Despite the fact that modern wind turbines can be controlled be er - because they are constructed as variable-speed
variable-pitch (VS-VP)machines, ononehand, anddue to the advances in associated actuators and sensors technologies,
on the other - many solu ons fail to be as good in prac ce as they are a rac ve in theory. It is the goal of D4REL to
ensure that all proposed solu ons are scien fically and technologically sound. The D4REL project aims to decrease
the cost of produced energy in offshore wind turbines/farms by reducing the design uncertain es thus allowing for a
re-assessment of the implied design safety factors. As an essen al part of Work Package 4: System Iden fica on for
Robust Control, the goal associated with this thesis is to propose a robust or self-adap ng wind turbine control design
methodology that can enable the achievement of the aims of D4REL:

The goal of this thesis is to develop awind turbine control design algorithm for reducing the cost of energy
by fully exploi ng the uncertain nature of offshore wind turbine behaviour in terms of its aerodynamics
due to manufacturing, ice accre on, blade erosion and dirt build-up and support structure dynamics due
to installa on, marine sand dunes, scour and biofouling.

This is achievedbyfirst analyzing andquan fying the effects of uncertain es on theperformanceofwind turbine control
systems with a reference control design tool [52] and, subsequently, by addressing the relevant issues by means of
matured modern advanced control design methods known to be prac cally-applicable to uncertain systems, without
severe limita ons or shortcomings: to this extent, linear matrix inequali es (LMIs) approaches to robust and linear
parameter-varying (LPV) control synthesis are considered. Comparison with current implementa ons of the relevant
control loops [52] is provided together with a quan fica on of the added benefit of any proposed solu ons at system
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level for a generic three-bladed VS-VP upwind horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT) [48, 58]. The solu ons proposed in
this thesis need to also be sufficiently realis c and a rac ve for the wind turbine manufacturing industry, allowing for
a proper balance between design op mality, design conserva sm and implementability as well as for rela ve ease in
system cer fica on. An outline of these goals is given schema cally in Figure 4.

1.2 Thesis Outline
The work performed in approaching the formulated goal is described in the current report in a step-by-step manner.
Consequently, the thesis is comprisedof twoparts. In the first one, a en on is given to the analysis of design uncertainty
and the corresponding effects on control systems performance. In Chapter 2, an overview is given regarding the
control-relevant aspects of wind turbines: the wind resource is described in connec on with wind turbine opera on,
a framework for wind turbine modeling is offered and the project-relevant state-of-the-art in wind turbine control
systems, as part of the reference advanced control design tool (ACT), is discussed from both a design and simula on
point of view. In Chapter 3, the proposed sources of uncertainty in wind turbine opera on are inves gated star ng
from the reported results in the recent technical literature; the effects of these uncertainty factors are translated for the
case of the employed wind turbine model and quan fied towards the worst-case performance outcomes. The chapter
gives an accurate perspec ve on the amount to which design uncertainty plays a role on control system performance
and further defines a clear direc on towards addressing the project-relevant issues.

The focus in the second part of the thesis is on crea ng a prac cal framework for the synthesis of advancedwind turbine
controllers that can poten ally cope with the described design uncertainty. In Chapter 4, a linear parameter-varying
control design methodology is applied for the improved design of one of the wind turbine control loops. In Chapter 5
conclusions are drawn from the direc ons explored in the report and the associated observed results and, eventually,
recommenda ons for further improvements are made in rela on to the formulated research objec ves. Addi onally,
in Appendix A robust and LPV control theory is presented from an LMI viewpoint - use is made exclusively of linear
matrix inequality techniques for op miza on-based synthesis; as a project-relevant example, the deriva on of the LPV
dynamic output-feedback solu on to theH2 control synthesis problem for discrete- me systems for use in Chapter 4
is shown. Finally, Appendix B provides essen al informa on regarding the reference HAWT used for the simula ons
presented throughout the report.

Figure 4: Schema c Summary of Desired Characteris cs for the Proposed Controls Solu ons as part of the D4REL Research Project
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2
Wind Turbine Dynamics and

Model-Based Control

This chapter presents one possible state-of-the-art approach to model-based wind turbine control design in rela on to
the men oned goals of this thesis. The wind is first described as an essen al aspect for turbine opera on and several
remarks are made regarding its effects on power produc on, power quality and system life me. Secondly, the dynamic
behaviour of three-bladed VS-VP upwind HAWTs is reviewed from an analy cal point of view - for model-based control,
as well as for simula on, mathema cal models represent the real system up to some extent and important remarks are
made regarding the choices taken in this characteriza on. Finally, the control loops that are relevant for the formulated
goals of the thesis are described togetherwith their associated designmethodologies, as part of the proposed reference
control design tool ACT [52].

2.1 General Characteristics of the Wind
The wind cons tutes both a raison d’être for wind turbines and also the main source of disturbance to their opera on;
whereas the former aspect is posi ve and directly associated with power produc on, the la er is nega ve and closely
related to both inferior power quality and limitedwind turbine life me. Thewind, in a large scalemeteorological sense,
is the movement of large masses of air inside the Earth’s atmosphere; these movements are caused by differences
between regional atmospheric pressures which are, in turn, triggered by uneven hea ng from the Sun [63].

On a smaller scale, the coordinated movement of these masses of air is characterized within wind fields [21]; these
describe the spa al proper es of the wind - they are fic ous hexahedrons in the three-dimensional space where
every point is characterized by a specific wind speed v; to properly describe the wind also from a temporal perspec ve,
the wind fields would change with me, which naturally implies that the wind speed at any given point in space x

will be me-dependent, thus denoted by v(x, t). The variability of the wind speed can be appropriately described by
certain power spectra; the most-widely used class for such purposes is the empirical van der Hoven spectrum [90]
which emphasizes the existence of two separate peaks that catch the essence of wind’s fluctua on: a high peak
corresponding to some low-frequency region (i.e. slowly-varyingwind speeds) and a lower peak corresponding to some
high-frequency region (i.e. quickly-varying wind speeds); these two peaks are separated by a spectral gap and, because
of this fact, any local wind speed for a given wind field of arbitrary size is suitable to be looked at as a summa on of
two main components [17]:

v(x, t) = vmean(x, t) + vturb(x, t) (2.1)
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namely themeanwind speed denoted by vmean(x, t) and the (atmospheric) turbulence vturb(x, t); generally speaking,
the former component contributes to the energy produc on in wind turbines, whereas the la er is the main source
of both fa gue loads in the mechanical components and possible viola on of electrical grid power requirements. As
men oned, the vmean(x, t) component is slowly-varying and its rela on to v(x, t) is also given by:

vmean(x, t) =
1

Tp

∫ t+Tp/2

t−Tp/2

v(x, τ)dτ (2.2)

for some large me interval Tp. The mean wind speed is, as a ma er of fact, not only a method of describing the
average temporal characteris c of the wind for the defined wind field but also the spa al one; this is because the
movement of the men oned air masses is indeed coordinated. For a given wind field and a par cular me interval,
vmean is sta s cally described by a Weibull distribu on [94]:

P (vmean) =
k

c

(vmean

c

)k−1

e−(vmean/c)
k

(2.3)

parametrized by constants k and c, called shape factor and scale factor, respec vely. An example of such a distribu on
is depicted graphically in Figure 5; as can be seen, certain mean wind speeds vmean within a wind field at a par cular
me instant are typically more probable to occur than others; in general, the occurrence of high and low mean wind

speeds is less likely. The sta s calWeibull distribu on for a specific geographical site is one important factor in choosing
a wind turbine model that will enable a high return of the cost of investment.

Figure 5: Fic ous Weibull Mean Wind Speed Distribu on of a Poten al Site for the ART 5 MW

The turbulent component of the wind speed vturb(t) is also comprised of two parts [17]:

vturb(t) = vsto(t) + vdet(t) (2.4)

of which one is stochas c vsto(t) and one determinis c vdet(t). The stochas c part of the turbulent component could
be described as a filtered version of a random signalw(t)with Gaussian probability density func on (PDF) and constant
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power spectral density (PSD) [17]; one example of such a filter that produces a stochas c component of the turbulence
vsto(t) with a realis c spectrum is [52]:

Hturb(s) =
ksto

(1 + sTsto)5/6
(2.5)

parametrized in terms of ksto andTsto, called themagnitude factor and the me constant of the stochas c components,
respec vely; these typically depend also on vmean(t) amongst other variables; the introduced Hturb(s) leads to the
so-called Kaimal spectrum [49] of turbulence. The determinis c components, on the other hand, are wind shear i.e.
the effect of increasingmeanwind speeds as a func on of al tude [21, 72] andwind shadow i.e. the effect of disturbed
natural air flows due to the presence large obstacles such as a wind turbine support structure [63, 72], in this case also
known as the tower shadow.

Although very realis c, the descrip on of wind based onwind fields is not especially suitable formany prac cal reasons
concerning wind turbine control design and/or simula on; this is due to its unreasonably high computa onal and
descrip onal complexity. Two suitable alterna ves are usually preferred for such purposes. One of them is a descrip on
in terms of blade-effec ve wind speeds [52, 54, 89, 92] - a three-bladed wind turbine experiences the wind from the
perspec ve of three separate wind speeds vi(t), one per blade, with their associated mean wind speeds vmeani(t)

and turbulent components vturbi(t) with i = 1, 3; whereas the blade-effec ve mean wind speeds are typically all
equal to some value vmean(t), the turbulent components differ among the blades [52]. The other alterna ve is to
use a rotor-effec ve wind descrip on where the wind speed vrot(t) shows the way in which the turbine rotor would
perceive a wind field at its hub rota onal-axis level; in the remaining part of this thesis it will be assumed that the
rotor-effec ve wind speed is the average of the blade-effec ve wind speeds.

Furthermore, the turbine rotor and the turbine blades will experience their corresponding apparent wind speeds that
account for tower top movement, for addi onal blade deforma on and for the rota onal sampling (RS) effect caused
by the rota on of the turbine blades through the wind field [21]; this la er factor gives rise to addi onal peaks in the
power spectrum of a rotor-effec ve wind realiza on (i.e. posi ve integer mul ples of the rated rotor speed 1P e.g. 3P,
6P, etc. for a three-bladed wind turbine); in Figure 6 the power spectrum of one viable realiza on of the rotor-effec ve
wind speed is shown as an example. Within the reported work, blade-effec ve wind speeds are used for wind turbine
simula on whereas rotor-effec ve wind speeds are used for wind turbine control.

Figure 6: Power Spectrum of a Rotor-Effec ve Wind Realiza on for the ART 5 MW
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2.2 Control-Oriented Wind Turbine Modeling
Wind turbines can be modeled in many different ways, depending on what purpose any par cular model has to
serve [21, 63]. Whereas typically for simula ons higher-fidelity models are necessary to capture their behaviour, for
control design it is necessary to have more simple models that represent this behaviour only up to some extent that is
relevant for the control purposes [83]. The main components of a wind turbine physically interact with each other as
shown in Figure 7; as can be seen, the different subsystems that correspond to these components will share variables
that describe the various interac ons. A natural step further is to also characterize the dynamic behaviour of each
subsystem individually, as will be done next.

Figure 7: Main Subsystems within a Wind Turbine

The Aerodynamic Subsystem

The wind turbine captures energy from the wind by means of its rotor, which is comprised of a certain number of
iden cal blades, to this extent three. By assuming equal aerodynamic efficiency along each turbine blade supposed to
be rigid throughout this analysis, and that the wind speed is the same for an en re rotor-swept area of radius R, the
rotor will experience an axial aerodynamic thrust force:

Fax(t) =
1

2
ρπR2v2rot(t)CT (λ(t), θ(t)) (2.6)

as well as an aerodynamic torque:

Ta(t) =
1

2
ρπR3v2rot(t)CQ(λ(t), θ(t)) (2.7)

both propor onal to the air density ρ, the rotor-effec ve wind speed vrot(t) and the thrust CT (λ(t), θ(t)) or torque
CQ(λ(t), θ(t)) coefficients; these coefficients depend on the p-speed-ra o λ(t) and θ(t) which represents the pitch
angle of the blades, some mes called the collec ve blade pitch angle. The former term, defined as a me-dependent
ra o between the tangen al speed of the p of the blades and the rotor-effec ve wind speed:

λ(t) =
Ωr(t)R

vrot(t)
(2.8)

represents the achieved aerodynamic efficiency i.e. what por on of the energy in the wind is indeed captured by
the turbine rotor. Although different from rotor to rotor, depending on blade and rotor geometries as well as their
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corresponding surface roughness, the CT (λ(t), θ(t)) and CQ(λ(t), θ(t)) coefficients will both generally have similar
appearances between different rotors, as shown for example in Figure 8 and Figure 9; note that these have been plo ed
only for posi ve values of the corresponding coefficients. Similarly, the rotor-effec ve aerodynamic power Prot(t) is
given by:

Prot(t) =
1

2
ρπR2v3rot(t)CP (λ(t), θ(t)) (2.9)

The power coefficientCP (λ(t), θ(t)) is generally used to describe the achieved energy capture efficiency of the en re
rotor; this coefficient, also similar between different turbine rotors is shown as an example in Figure 10; it is also a
func on ofλ(t) and θ(t) and has amaximum valuewhose loca onwith respect to these two variables is very important
for wind turbine control, as will be discussed later on; the rela on between CP (λ(t), θ(t)) and CQ(λ(t), θ(t)) is
defined [21] as CP (λ(t), θ(t)) = CQ(λ(t), θ(t))λ(t). Further modeling of the aerodynamic subsystem for simula on
purposes needs to account for aeroelas city as the assump on that the blades are rigid is not realis c, blade-effec ve
forces and torques due to blade-effec ve wind speeds, as well as various other aerodynamic phenomena [52].

Figure 8: Rotor Thrust Coefficient Curve for the ART 5 MW

The Blade Pitch Actuator

The blade pitch angles can be adjusted by wind turbine controllers through the pitch actua on mechanisms; their
pitch angle, assumed to be the same for all blades will be denoted by θ(t). The pitch actua on mechanisms are linear
servomechanisms that can be modelled by second-order me-delayed linear models:

θ̈(t) + 2ζptωptθ̇(t) + ω2
ptθ(t) = ω2

ptθref (t− τpt) (2.10)

with natural frequency ωpt, damping ra o ζpt and pure delay τpt. These actuator mechanisms will dynamically deliver
the required pitch angles only up to a certain extent, which can be modeled through the constraints:
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θmin(t) ≤ θ(t) ≤ θmax(t)

θ̇min(t) ≤ θ̇(t) ≤ θ̇max(t)

θ̈min(t) ≤ θ̈(t) ≤ θ̈max(t)

(2.11)

on the pitch angles and their first- and second-order deriva ves. The unconstrained model of the actuator (2.10) can
be used in themodel for control design, although it is in general disregarded due to its faster dynamics when compared
to those of other subsystems; for system simula on the constrained model (2.10) and (2.11) is, nonetheless, used [52].

The Drivetrain

The drivetrain, composed of two sha s connected through a gearbox with transmission ra o itr, is fixed to the turbine
nacelle. The fast sha is generally assumed to be rigid, whereas the slow sha is realis cally considered flexible and
modeled by the first associated lead-lag mode with torsional s ffness sdt and damping ddt. The transmission ra o is
defined to be posi ve when the rota on of both sha s is in the same direc on and opposite otherwise. Overall the
drivetrain dynamics are modelled as [52]:

i2trJrJg
(1− TT )Jr + i2trJg

γ̈(t) + ddtγ̇(t) + sdtγ(t) =
i2trJg

(1− TT )Jr + i2trJg
Ta(t) +

Jr
(1− TT )Jr + i2trJg

|itr|Tgen(t)+

Jr
(1− TT )Jr + i2trJg

(
TC + TV

1

itrΩg

)
(2.12)

where γ(t) is the angular difference between the two ends of the drivetrain whose evolu on can be represented as
γ̇(t) = Ωr(t) − 1

itr
Ωg(t) with rotor speed Ωr(t) and electrical generator speed Ωg(t); Jr and Jg are the rotor and

generator iner a, respec vely, whileTgen(t) is the electrical generator torque; the rota onal speed of the turbine rotor
and of the electrical generator are related through γ(t) and Ta(t) by:

JrΩ̇r(t) = Ta(t)− sdtγ(t)− ddt
Ωg(t)− itrΩr(t)

itr
(2.13)

The following addi onal torques have been defined in (2.12) tomodel various drivetrain losses due to fric on: Coulomb
fric on torque TC , viscous fric on torque TV and generalized fric on torque TT .

The Electrical Generator as a Torque Actuator

Regardless of whether the generator itself is of stator-controlled squirrel-cage induc on generator (SCIG) type or of
rotor-controlled double-fed induc on generator (DFIG) type, the electrical generator torque can also be adjusted by
wind turbine controllers through power electronics; for this reason the electrical generators can be seen from a controls
viewpoint as torque actua onmechanisms and, as in the case of the pitch actuators, these are linear servomechanisms
modelled as second-order linear models:

T̈gen(t) + 2ζgωgṪgen(t) + ω2
gTgen(t) = ω2

gT
ref
gen (t) (2.14)

with natural frequency ωg and damping ra o ζg . Due to their wide range of delivered torques and fast dynamics,
the torque actuators are in general not considered to be constrained. The generator terminal voltage Us(t) and grid
frequency fs(t) from Figure 7 are assumed to be fixed and stable variables [17], and hence have no dynamic effects on
Tgen(t). Similarly, the electrical generator is a subsystem that can supply a torque based on a given demand T ref

gen (t)
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Figure 9: Rotor Torque Coefficient Curve for the ART 5 MW

therefore no torque-related dynamic effect due to the generator speed Ωg(t) resul ng from the rota onal mo on of
the fast sha is taken into account [52]. For control design the torque actuator model is not considered due to its
men oned fast dynamics, yet in simula on it is used as defined by (2.14).

The Wind Turbine Support Structure

Although seemingly rigid, the turbine support structure will deform during opera on; the associated mo on is mostly
visible at the tower top which can be seen to change posi on in both the longitudinal plane defined by the axial
rotor-effec ve wind speed vrot(t) (the so-called fore-a direc on) and the lateral one (the side-to-side direc on),
perpendicular to vrot(t). For control purposes it is common to model only the first structural modes in these two
direc ons, as these are the main contributors to the tower top mo on. Within this thesis, however, only the fore-a
mo on of the tower top is considered.

The equa on that defines the tower top mo on dynamics is then:

mtẍFA(t) + dtẋFA(t) + stxFA(t) = Fax(t) (2.15)

given in terms of tower top equivalent massmt, s ffness st and damping dt and the rotor-effec ve axial aerodynamic
thrust force Fax(t). For simula on, more realis c and nonlinear dynamics for the tower mo on are considered i.e.
mul body dynamics models [52].
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Figure 10: Rotor Power Coefficient Curve for the ART 5 MW

2.3 Wind Turbine Control Systems
In the previous sec on several models of the wind turbine subsystems have been described; as has been men oned,
their modeling has followed control-relevant criteria suitable for the goals of this thesis. Now, based on these models
the control loops that pertain to the same objec ves will be described; their layout, as well as their associated design
methodologies covered in the remaining part of this chapter are implemented in the considered reference control
design tool [52]. As will be explained, all these control loops have two main components: one that provides es mates
of the unknown but required variables for control (called either es mator or observer depending on the reconstruc on
algorithm type) and one that uses these es mates as well as other informa on for compu ng a feedback control signal
for each control loop.

FromMeasurements to Es mates

In a wind turbine, although many measurements are usually taken for different purposes, not all of them can be
used for control [21, 63]. For the control loops inves gated in this thesis, measurements of the generator speed
Ωg(t), the collec ve blade pitch angle θ(t) and the tower-top fore-a accelera on ẍfa(t) are used; nonetheless, these
measurements themselves do not represent all the necessary informa on that is needed for the feedback control loops
that will be presented. Based on certain algorithms that are depicted schema cally in Figure 11, addi onal required
states can be es mated. Note that all these algorithms run in discrete- me; however, for the current exposi on, they
will be assumed to deliver con nuous- me es mates based on received con nuous- me inputs [52].

Due to the fact that neither the rotor-effec vewind speedmeasurement nor the rotor speedmeasurement are generally
available [21], within ACT [52] one first needs to es mate the aerodynamic torque Ta(t) and the rotor speed Ωr(t) by
using the available measurements Tgen(t) and Ωg(t). For feedback control, it will also be necessary to have access
to an es mate of the sha torsion angle γ(t), as will become visible later in this chapter. One possible method of
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Figure 11: Overview of the Required Wind Turbine Informa on Reconstruc on Algorithms

es ma ng these variables dynamically is to use the modeled informa on about the drivetrain dynamics and get a
one-shot es mate of all three [52]. To this extent, based on the drivetrain dynamics in (2.12) and (2.13), now formulated
as a standard state-space model:

 γ̇(t)

Ω̇r(t)

Ω̇g(t)

 =

 0 1 − 1
itr

− sdt
Jr

−ddt

Jr

ddt

itrJr
(1−TT )sdt

itrJg

(1−TT )ddt

itrJg
− (1−TT )ddt+TV

i2trJg


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Acont
dt

 γ(t)

Ωr(t)

Ωg(t)

 +

 0
1
Jr

0


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bcont

dt,Ta

Ta(t)−

 0

0
sign(itr)

Jg


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bcont
dt,Tgen

(Tgen(t) +
1

|itr|TC)

Ωg(t) =
[
0 0 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ccont
dt

 γ(t)

Ωr(t)

Ωg(t)


(2.16)

one can reconstruct Ωr(t) and γ(t) by making use of some linear observer [4]; for this, however, the aerodynamic
torque Ta(t) would need to be available which is, unfortunately, not the case; nonetheless, it could be arrived at from
a random walk model, typically applied in discrete- me:

Ta(k + 1) = Ta(k) + Tsνdt(k) (2.17)

which has been deemed relevant for such purposes [64, 68, 78, 53] if a suitable covariance Qdt > 0 for the Gaussian
zero-mean white noise random signal νdt(k) is defined empirically. By formula ng a discrete- me state-space model
(Adis

dt , B
dis
dt,Ta

, Bdis
dt,Tgen

, Cdis
dt ) of (2.16) through e.g. zero-order hold (ZOH) discre za on [11] with sampling me Ts,

extending it with (2.17) and scaling the discre zed inputs as T sc
gen(k) = Tgen(k)/Jg and T sc

a (k) = Ta(k)/Jr for
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improved numerical condi oning [52], an augmented-state model is arrived at:

[
xdis
dt (k + 1)

T sc
a (k + 1)

]
=

[
Adis

dt Bdis
dt,Ta

Jr
0 1

] [
xdis
dt (k)

T sc
a (k)

]
+

[
Bdis

dt,Tgen
Jg

0

]
(T sc

gen(k) +
1

|itr|Tc) +

[
0

1

]
νdt(k)

Ωm
g (k) =

[
Cdis

dt 0
] [

xdt(k)

T sc
a (k)

]
+ ηdt(k)

(2.18)

for which a steady-state linear Kalman filter (denoted in Figure 11 by the block Drivetrain Dynamics Observer) can be
designed [4], providing the necessary es mates T̂a(k), Ω̂r(k) and γ̂(k). Note that the discrete- me measurement
Ωm

g (k) of the physical variable Ωg(t) is affected by the addi ve Gaussian zero-mean white noise signal ηdt(k) with
covarianceRdt > 0.

Subsequently, based on the es mates T̂a(t) and Ω̂r(t) of the aerodynamic torque and rotor speed, respec vely,
rotor-effec vewind speed v̂rot(t) and axial thrust force F̂ax(t) es mates can also be arrived at [52]. The rotor-effec ve
wind speed es mate v̂rot(t) can be used for determining the es mate of the axial aerodynamic thrust force from:

F̂ax(k) =
1

2
ρπR2v̂2rot(k)CT (λ̂(k), θ(k)) (2.19)

These func ons are performed by the Rotor-Effec ve Wind Es mator block in Figure 11. For further details regarding
the algorithms’s implementa on and numerical sensi vity, see [52]. As a final es ma on task, it is also necessary to
derive es mates x̂FA(k) and ˆ̇xFA(k) of the fore-a tower-top posi on xFA(t) and velocity ẋFA(t); this can be done
by making use of the discre zed model:

[
xFA(k + 1)

xFA(k + 2)

]
= Adis

t,FA

[
xFA(k)

xFA(k + 1)

]
+ Bdis

t,FA F̂ax(k)

ẍm
FA(k) = Cdis

t,FA

[
xFA(k)

xFA(k + 1)

]
+ Ddis

t,FA F̂ax(k) + ηt(k)

(2.20)

obtained from (2.15) through ZOH sampling with the same interval Ts; this model is driven by the obtained discre zed
es mate F̂ax(k) of the axial rotor wind force and includes the Gaussian addi ve zero-mean white noise ηt(k) of
covarianceRt > 0 for the discre zedmeasurement ẍm

FA(k)of the fore-a tower top accelera on ẍFA(t); a steady-state
linear Kalman filter can be derived for (2.20) which achieves the current goal; this is denoted by the Tower Fore-A
Dynamics Observer in Figure 11.

Aerodynamic Subsystem Lineariza on

In the reference control tool [52], the aerodynamic model is linearized by approxima ng the axial rotor-effec ve thrust
force Fax(t) and aerodynamic torque Ta(t) in (2.6) and (2.7), respec vely. These are nonlinear func ons of the
collec ve pitch angle θ(t), rotor speed Ωr(t) and rotor-effec ve wind speed vrot(t), now parametrized in terms of

p(t) ,
[
θ(t) Ωr(t) vrot(t)

]T
, the opera ng point. The lineariza on is performed by approxima ng these func ons

by their first order terms in their associated Taylor series expansion around a given equilibium opera ng point p̄(t). This
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is achieved as follows [40]:

δFax(p(t)) ∼= ∇θFax(p̄(t))δθ(t) + ∇ΩrFax(p̄(t))δΩr(t) + ∇vrotFax(p̄(t))δvrot(t)

δTa(p(t)) ∼= ∇θTa(p̄(t))δθ(t) + ∇ΩrTa(p̄(t))δΩr(t) + ∇vrotTa(p̄(t))δvrot(t)

(2.21)

where δFax(p(t)) and δTa(p(t)) represent small devia ons ofFax(p(t)) andTa(p(t)) from their values at the equilibrium
opera ng point p̄(t):


δFax(p(t)) , Fax(p(t)) − Fax(p̄(t))

δTa(p(t)) , Ta(p(t)) − Ta(p̄(t))

(2.22)

and, similarly, the small devia ons δp(t) =
[
δθ(t) δΩr(t) δvrot(t)

]T
of the opera ng point itself around the

equilibrium are given by:


δθ(t) , θ(t) − θ̄(t)

δΩr(t) , Ωr(t) − Ω̄r(t)

δvrot(t) , vrot(t) − v̄rot(t)

(2.23)

Note that the following nota ons have been introduced for the resul ng par al deriva ves of Fax(p(t)) and Ta(p(t))

with respect to the considered opera ng point components:



∇θFax(p̄(t)) , ∂Fax(p(t))
∂θ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

2v̄rot(t)
2 ∂CT (λ(t),θ(t))

∂θ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

∇ΩrFax(p̄(t)) , ∂Fax(p(t))
∂Ωr(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

3v̄rot(t)
∂CT (λ(t),θ(t))

∂λ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

∇vrotFax(p̄(t)) , ∂Fax(p(t))
∂vrot(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

2v̄rot(t)
∂CT (λ(t),θ(t))

∂vrot(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

∇θTa(p̄(t)) , ∂Ta(p(t))
∂θ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

3v̄2rot
∂CQ(λ(t),θ(t))

∂θ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

∇ΩrTa(p̄(t)) , ∂Ta(p(t))
∂Ωr(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

4v̄rot(t)
∂CQ(λ(t),θ(t))

∂λ(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

∇vrotTa(p̄(t)) , ∂Ta(p(t))
∂vrot(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

= 1
2ρπR

3v̄rot(t)
∂CQ(λ(t),θ(t))

∂vrot(t)

∣∣∣
p̄(t)

(2.24)

evaluated at the equilibrium working point p̄(t). Following this lineariza on procedure of the aerodynamic model, the
overall en re turbine model described previously becomes suitable for linear controller design [40].

The Power Regula on and Rotor Speed Control Loop (PR/RSC)

The power regula on and rotor speed control loop is the most important loop in any wind turbine control system;
it is aimed at ensuring that the wind turbine produces as much power as possible for par al-load condi ons where,
because of low rotor-effec ve wind speeds the rotor speed is below its rated value, and that it maintains the produced
power to the maximum value allowed by the electrical generator for full-load condi ons, where the varia ons in the
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rotor speed around its defined rated value are restricted also for compliance with standards regarding associated loads
and excessive noise genera on. In Figure 12 a prac cal method of achieving this loop’s goals is presented. In region Ø
the rotor is idling i.e. the rotor speed is Ωr(t) ∼= Ωr,min; this region can be interpreted as a range of wind speeds
vrot(t) below some value vcutin called the cut-in wind speed; when the turbine is in this regime, the pitch angle θ(t)

is obtained from a look-up table as a func on of the generator speed Ωg(t) and the generator torque Tgen(t) is kept
at zero. When vrot(t) increases above vcutin the rotor speed will also increase Ωr(t) > Ωr,min; then, the pitch angle
θ(t) is fixed to the value corresponding to the maximum power coefficient CP (λ(t), θ(t)) and the controller starts
modifying the generator torque so as to allow the rotor speed to reach an appropriate value corresponding to the
p-speed-ra o λ(t) = λopt which allows for an op mum power coefficient to be achieved for the given fixed value of

θ(t). This regime is denoted in Figure 12 by region I. Note that in terms of the rotor-effec ve wind speed, this regime
can be thought of as the region where vrot(t) is between the values vcutin and vexcl,low as will be explained next.

Region II is arranged such that the transi on between the individual control strategies corresponding to regions I and III
is done as smoothly as possible so as to prevent excessive excita on of structural natural frequencies in the mechanical
components. This is done by taking both strategies into account; because the PR/RSC control loop uses feedback on
the es mated generator speed, the region’s limits are defined in terms of some low and high exclusion rotor speeds,
Ωrex,l

and Ωrex,h
, respec vely. For more details regarding the implemented strategy see [52]. For an interpreta on of

this region in terms of the rotor-effec ve wind speed, the values Ωrex,l
and Ωrex,h

can be (approximately) translated
to vexcl,low = Ωrex,l

R/λopt and vexcl,high = Ωrex,h
R/λopt, called low and high exclusion wind speeds, respec vely.

Figure 12: Power Curve and Possible Opera on Regions for the ART 5 MW

In region III the rotor speed Ωr(t) needs to be maintained at its rated value. The generator torque Tgen(t) is already
fixed at its maximum for the high power produc on. Here, the collec ve pitch angle of the blades θ(t) is controlled to
maintain the amount of captured aerodynamic torque. In terms of the rotor-effec ve wind speed, this region could be
interpreted as the zone where vrot(t) is between the values vexcl,high and vcutout.
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By using the presented lineariza on technique, the following combined drivetrain and aerodynamic linear model arises
for designing a controller that meets the men oned goals of the PR/RSC control loop:

[
δΩ̇r(t)

δΩ̇int
r (t)

]
= APR/RSC(p̄(t))

[
δΩr(t)

δΩint
r (t)

]
+Bu,PR/RSC(p̄(t))

[
δθ(t)

δTgen(t)

]
+Bw,PR/RSC(p̄(t))(δvrot(t)−δẋFA(t))

(2.25)

with matrices:



APR/RSC(p̄(t)) =

[
(1−TT )∇ΩrTa(p̄(t))−TV

i2trJg+Jr
0

1 0

]

Bu,PR/RSC(p̄(t)) =

[
(1−TT )∇θTa(p̄(t))

i2trJg+Jr
− |itr|

i2trJg+Jr

0 0

]

Bw,PR/RSC(p̄(t)) =

[
(1−TT )∇vrotTa(p̄(t))

i2trJg+Jr

0

]
(2.26)

As men oned, two separate controllers are built based on this model by taking into account the necessi es of their
corresponding opera ng regions, as previously described. Due to the fact that all signals in this model are available as
measurements or through the presented observers, the control architecture that will bemost suitable is state-feedback
control; in [52] the design is performed by using the linear quadra c regulator (LQR) methodology [5]. For region I the
control signal will be given by:

Tgen(t) =
[
K

I,PR/RSC
P K

I,PR/RSC
I

] [ δΩ̂r(t)

δΩ̂int
r (t)

]
(2.27)

whereas for region III this will be:

θ(t) =
[
K

III,PR/RSC
P K

III,PR/RSC
I

] [ δΩ̂r(t)

δΩ̂int
r (t)

]
(2.28)

In both cases, δΩ̂int
r (t) =

∫ t

0
δΩ̂r(τ)dtwhile δΩ̂r(t) is obtained from the es mates providedby theDrivetrainDynamics

Observer. As can be observed, both (2.27) and (2.28) are PI controllerswith respect to the es mated rotor speed. No ce
that as the opera ng equilibrium point changes p̄(t), some of the parameters in the state-space model (2.26) will also
change. To account for this in the control design, the controller parameters would need to be scheduled based on the
varia on of the equilibrium opera ng point. For the controller (2.27) this is not necessary as it operates in a sufficiently
narrow region to consider the model computed at:

p̄(t) = pcutin =
[
θ(vcutin) Ωr(vcutin) vcutin

]T
(2.29)

representa ve for the en re region; however, the controller (2.28) is designed for some vhigh ≫ vexcl,high yielding:

p̄(t) = phigh =
[
θ(vhigh) Ωr(vhigh) vhigh

]T
(2.30)
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and gain-scheduled between vexcl,high and vcutout.

The Ac ve Drivetrain Damping Control Loop (DriD)

The ac ve drivetrain damping control loop is aimed at reducing fa gue loads in the components of the drivetrain; this
can be achieved by controlling the generator torque Tgen(t) so as to reduce the magnitude of the sha torsion angle
γ(t); note that since es mates of both γ(t) and γ̇(t) are available from the Drivetrain Dynamics Observer this can be
achieved through the state-feedback PD control law with respect to the es mated sha torsion angle:

δTgen(t) =
[
KDriD

P KDriD
D

] [δγ̂(t)
δ ˙̂γ(t)

]
(2.31)

with small devia ons δTgen(t) around the values of Tgen(t) set by the PR/RSC controller. The state-feedback controller
is arrived at by using the LQR design methodology [5], based on the linear model:

[
δγ̇(t)

δγ̈(t)

]
= ADriD

[
δγ(t)

δγ̇(t)

]
+Bu,DriDδTgen(t) +Bw,DriD(p̄(t))δvrot(t). (2.32)

with matrices:



ADriD =

[
0 1

− sdt
mdt

− ddt

mdt

]

Bu,DriD =

[
0

|itr|
i2trJg

]

Bw,DriD(p̄(t)) =

[
0

∇vrotTa(p̄(t))

Jr

]
(2.33)

Note that although Bw,DriD(p̄(t)) does change with the equilibrium opera ng point, no further design measure is
taken [52].

The Ac ve Fore-A Tower Damping Control Loop (TowD)

Finally, the ac ve fore-a tower damping control loop is aimed at reducing fa gue loads in the wind turbine support
structure; this is done by controlling the collec ve blade pitch angle θ(t) and adjus ng the aerodynamic damping so as
to reduce the mo on of the tower top; given that es mates of the fore-a tower top posi on xFA(t) and the fore-a
tower top velocity ẋFA(t) are available from the Tower Fore-A Dynamics Observer this can be achieved through the
state-feedback PD control law with respect to the es mated tower top posi on:

δθ(t) =
[
KTowD

P KTowD
D

] [δx̂FA(t)

δ ˆ̇xFA(t)

]
(2.34)

by small devia ons δθ(t) around the values of θ(t) set by the PR/RSC controller. The state-feedback controller arrived
at is again designed using the LQR methodology [5], based on the linear model:

[
δẋFA(t)

δẍFA(t)

]
= ATowD(p̄(t))

[
δxFA(t)

δẋFA(t)

]
+Bu,TowD(p̄(t))δθ(t) +Bw,TowD(p̄(t))δvrot(t). (2.35)
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with matrices:



ATowD(p̄(t)) =

 0 1

− st
mt

−
dt+∇vrotFax(p̄(t))

(
1+ R2

2H2

)
mt



Bu,TowD(p̄(t)) =

[
0

∇θFax(p̄(t))
mt

]

Bw,TowD(p̄(t)) =

[
0

∇vrotFax(p̄(t))

mt

]
(2.36)

where H represents the tower top height. Note that some of the parameters of the matrices (2.36) change with
the equilibrium opera ng point p̄(t), thus for efficient tower damping control gain-scheduling on the control gains
computed at a given opera ng point (2.30) may be applied [52].

Note that some of the frequency content of the control signal δθ(t) given by the ac ve tower damping controller needs
to be filtered before adding it to θ(t). One of the reasons for this is that it is not desirable to have pitching ac vity at
the main frequency peaks (e.g. 3P, 6P and 9P for the considered case) in the power spectra of the es mates δx̂FA(t)

and δ ˆ̇xFA(t), introduced by the rota onal sampling effect and tower shadow; to this end, this is achieved by using
notch filters. Furthermore, these es mates are biased and their average value also needs to be removed, which can
be achieved by making use of a (high-pass) lead-lag filter. For more details regarding the design of the filters see [52].

2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter one approach towards wind turbine control has been presented, from both the conceptual and the
design point of view. The exposi on has been triggered by the control-relevant aspects of the wind. Subsequently,
models for the main subsystems within a wind turbine have been given with remarks being made regarding their
suitability for feedback control and also for simula on. Based on these models, several important algorithms that
can reconstruct missing informa on regarding wind turbine opera on have been described. Finally, it has been shown
how the closed-loop control can be achieved using by making explicit use of this retrieved informa on. Figure 13 gives
an overview of the presented material.

Although state-of-the-art in terms of implementa on as well as very accessible for design, the presented framework
could provide subop mal results if the employed models do not accurately represent the wind turbine behaviour.
This can occur in many prac cal situa ons given the fact that design uncertainty regarding this behaviour always
exists as would be, for instance, if the aerodynamic proper es of the rotor would differ from the design due to e.g.
manufacturing, ice accre on, blade erosion or dirt-buildup; as a similar case, the support structure dynamics considered
during the design could be different from the real-life ones due to e.g. installa on, marine sand dunes, scour or
biofouling. Because these situa ons, all formulated in the goals of the thesis, are usually disregarded during the design
phase and, in general, control systems do not make explicit use of online-available informa on regarding the wind
turbine behaviour, it can be said that uncertainty regarding the opera onal performance is introduced through design.
The next chapter is focused on analyzing such situa ons from the introduced controls perspec ve.
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Figure 13: Overview of the Proposed Wind Turbine Control Loops
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3
Design Uncertainty and Wind Turbine

Control Performance

In this chapter, the poten al effects of wind turbine design uncertainty on control system performance are presented
in rela on to the formulated goals of the project. An overview of the design process followed bymanufacturers and the
subsequent cer fica on procedure is first given to showwhen such uncertainty arises and how it is typically dealt with.
The discussion is then moved to analyzing the behaviour of the aerodynamic subsystem and the wind turbine support
structure, whose proper es can change during the opera onal life me of the turbine. The chapter is concluded with
a firm solu on choice towards addressing the iden fied problems within the framework of this project.

3.1 Wind Turbine Design and Certification

The process of designing a wind turbine is started by the formula on of a set of detailed technical specifica ons that
describe the desired performance of the final product; some of these specifica ons are firm, whereas others can be
adjusted during the design. Addi onal to these, more generic system requirements regarding e.g. safe opera on
and environmental compliance that arise from standardiza on organiza ons such as Germanischer Lloyd (GL), Det
Norske Veritas (DNV) or, more recently, the Interna onal Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), are translated into extra
specifica ons; examples are the IEC 61400-1 standard that applies for large onshorewind turbines [24], the IEC 61400-3
for offshore wind turbines [27], the 61400-13 TS that s pulates the measurement of generic mechanical loads for wind
turbines [23] and the IEC 61400-25 concerned with monitoring and control of wind turbines [25]. During the en re
design process, which itself is very involved, many choices and trade-offs are made to sa sfy all the specifica ons
as well as possible, especially the ones regarding safe opera on; in turn, all these decisions do have an effect of the
performance of the final product when used in real life [21].

A er the design is finished, the product needs to be cer fied according to e.g. [59, 2, 93, 26] before it can be marketed
or even built and installed for power produc on purposes [63]. For cer fica on, both simula on data and test data,
especially from laboratory tes ng, will be used. An overview of the combined typical design and cer fica on process
is offered in Figure 14. As shown, star ng from the men oned list of specifica ons, the design process is started.
A er successful comple on of the first stage, the design arrived at is extensively simulated to ensure that it sa sfies
the specifica ons; based on the simula on results, the design is re-iterated un l the specifica ons are met as well
as possible. Because during this ini al design stage limited informa on regarding the expected behaviour of the final
product over its en re life me is available, on one hand, and because the simula ons will not fully represent the future
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product’s real-life behaviour, turbine designers will typically use large safety factors to have some a priori guarantee
that in prac ce the product will also meet the performance seemingly indicated by the design and simula on codes;
the use of such conserva ve safety factors will consequently either increase the produc on costs for the wind turbine
due to e.g. use of more or different materials, decrease its performance due to e.g. larger iner as or even both.

Subsequent to the first design and simula on stage is laboratory tes ng and system cer fica on. First, based on a
scale-model of the designedwind turbine, laboratory tests aremade to ensure that the simulated behaviour has indeed
been somewhat representa ve of the important aspects of the real-life behaviour. The success of this stage could allow
turbine designers to reduce the men oned safety factors a posteriori, although not considerably as this would imply
extensive re-itera ons. As men oned, together with the ini al product specifica ons, relevant collected data from
simula ons and prac cal tests is used further for system cer fica on. The final product development stage is typically
aimed to take place in a se ng as close as possible to the one of the final product; these tests can only rarely introduce
further design re-itera ons. A er the successful comple on of this final stage, the product can be manufactured on
large-scale and used for power produc on. No ce that the cost of the final product is largely fixed by the early design
phases and the associated safety factors.

Figure 14: Overview of the Wind Turbine Design and Cer fica on Process

What ismore, the design ofwind turbines placed in hos le environments such as e.g. at sea or in desertedmountainous
areas is generally known to imply the use of much larger safety factors than the ones for normal environments [63,
62]; this is because of the fact that the turbines need to have some extra form of robustness in opera on in such
environments so as to allow for increased up me and limited maintenance. These safety factors can poten ally be
reduced if during the early phases of the design knowledge regarding the environment itself is incorporated in the
design process so as to understand towhat extent system performance is affected by the physical factors that introduce
uncertainty and to further refine the design algorithms. Furthermore, similarly incorporated informa on regarding how
the different subsystems change their behaviour during the turbine life me due to e.g. aging can also help reduce the
safety factors by an improved design. In general, it is the subsystems that are directly exposed to external factors i.e.
the aerodynamic subsystem and the turbine support structure that will experience changes throughout the turbine
life me, both due to environmental condi ons as well as aging, as will be explained in this chapter.
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3.2 Effects of Aerodynamic Design Uncertainty
The aerodynamic subsystem, although being one of the parts of a wind turbine whose development requires both
the largest amount of coordinated engineering effort and state-of-the-art design and simula on codes, is also the
subsystemwhose behaviour is most uncertain [63]; this is due to the fact that the aerodynamic proper es of the blades
are sensi ve to even small changes in blade geometry or atmospheric condi ons [21]. Even though manufacturers aim
to deliver blades that are as close as possible in terms of aerodynamic characteris cs to the designs, in prac ce this
is never perfectly achieved [66]. Moreover, throughout a wind turbine’s life me, the blades will suffer the effects of
being exposed to the environment: dust par cles in the air and contact with insects will form layers of dirt on them
changing the surface roughness, poten al impact with larger objects or birds will cause blade erosion (Figure 16) and
the blade geometry will change due to aging of the blade materials [62]. What is more, ice accre on on turbine rotors
(Figure 15) is a phenomenon that can happen during the cold season of the year, at geographical loca ons close to the
Arc c circle or in hos le environments such as offshore [85, 15]; this has been reported to be the one whose effects
on wind turbine aerodynamics have the largest propor ons [60].

Figure 15: Ice Accre on on a Turbine Rotor Figure 16: Erosion on a Turbine Blade

Currently, wind energy research ins tutes are concerned with understanding the atmospheric condi ons that enable
the appearance of ice on wind turbine blades [85]. In Figure 17 an ice forma on risk map for European wind farms is
presented and shows that whereas in a majority of loca ons there is some danger of ice forma on, many places where
dedicated measurement sta ons were part of wind farms do have an increased risk [15].

Figure 17: Map of Wind Turbine Ice Forma on Risk in Europe
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Ice forma on onwind turbine rotors is known to be both very dangerous for the turbine opera on and its surroundings
due to e.g. ice throw and blade mass imbalance [18], respec vely, as well as a contribu ng factor to subop mal
power performance [46, 45]. Recent studies [85, 56, 36] have shown the rela on between the blade geometry and the
expected associated ice accre on geometry if the atmospheric condi ons are favourable for ice forma on and have
concluded that for any given blade, two ice accre on profiles are possible regarding the blade leading edge shape,
namely the elongated leading edge ice profile and the branched leading edge ice profile, see [36] for more informa on.

Analysis with the Elongated Leading Edge Ice Profile

The elongated leading edge ice profile (denoted fromhere onwards by ICE-01) represents the accre onof ice around the
leading edge in each of the airfoils of a turbine blade in such away that the aerodynamic chord becomes larger whereas
the leading edge geometry as well as the airfoil thickness remains the same; the accre on is caused by cold water
par cles on the blade moving towards the leading edge due to the centrifugal force created by the blade rota on; for
this case, the mo on of the par cles is undisturbed by wind turbulence which will give rise to the presented accre on
geometry [36].

Figure 18: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Li Characteris c CL(AoA) for the NACA63418 Airfoil

Figure 19: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Drag Characteris c CD(AoA) for the NACA63418 Airfoil
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The effects on the airfoil li coefficient and drag coefficient characteris c curves depends on both the amount of ice
forma on as well as the accre on geometry, however, for a proposed situa on [36] it can be observed from Figure 18
and Figure 19 that in general, the airfoils will have less achievable li in the posi ve angle-of-a ack (AoA) region
whereas the drag will tend to be more pronounced. Moreover, the airfoils will tend to stall at lower AoAs, although
this effect is only mild. The airfoil moment coefficient characteris c curves is claimed to remain unchanged [36].

Figure 20: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Rotor Power Coefficient Curves CP (λ, θ) for the ART 5 MW Rotor

For the ART 5 MW rotor (see [48] and Appendix B for details) the original CL and CD characteris cs for each airfoil
are modified similarly to the results shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Then using the aeroelas c simula on code
FOCUS (see [58] and the references therein for further informa on and a full tutorial) the power CP and thrust CT

coefficients are calculated for the iced rotor. These are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21, respec vely; as can be seen,
both characteris cs are affected by the accre on of ice.

Figure 21: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Rotor Thrust Coefficient Curves CT (λ, θ) for the ART 5 MW Rotor

In Table 1 these effects are summarized for the rotor power coefficient, especially relevant for control design. As
indicated, the maximum power for the iced rotor (ICE-01 Rotor) is lower than for the nominal rotor (Clean Rotor);
moreover, the loca on of the maximum is changed with respect to the collec ve blade pitch angle. Given the fact
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that at below-rated rotor-effec ve wind speeds, the blade pitch angle is fixed to its supposed value that corresponds
to the maximum CP , this would seem to indicate that the power produc on in par al-load will drop by at least
17%. In Figure 22 a comparison between the deriva ves of the aerodynamic torque with respect to varia ons in the
collec ve pitch angle for the clean and iced rotor of the ART 5 MW are shown, as a func on of the rotor-effec ve wind
speed; as can be seen, these deriva ves remain largely the same at below-rated wind speeds, yet differ significantly at
above-rated wind speeds.

Clean Rotor ICE-01 Rotor
Maximum Value [a.u.] 0.4904 −17.35%

θopt [deg] +1 −1
λopt [a.u.] 8.75 8.75

Table 1: Comparison of Power Coefficient Curve Proper es for the Clean Rotor and the Iced (ICE-01) Rotor of the ART 5 MW

In Figure 23 the ART 5 MW is simulated with one specific wind realiza on characterized by below-rated rotor-effec ve
mean wind speeds. Indeed, in the case of an iced rotor, the power produc on is lower: the rotor speed will be lower
than for the case of a clean rotor, on one hand because the PR/RSC control loop will keep the collec ve blade pitch
angle to its considered op mum loca on and, on the other because the lower values of torque coefficient triggered by
the men oned changes in the CP characteris c imply that the wind resource can be used less efficiently with such a
rotor.

Figure 22: Aerodynamic Torque Deriva ves with respect to Pitch Angle for the Clean and the Iced (ICE-01) Rotor of the ART 5 MW

By observing the simula on results presented in Figure 24 depic ng full-load simula on of the same wind turbine, it
can be no ced that even though the model used for the design of the PR/RSC loop (2.25) and (2.26) is more severely
affected in this opera ng region by ice accre on, due to the aerodynamic torque deriva ve shown in Figure 22, the
loop performs well and, in general, the difference in the yielded power is small compared to the case of a clean rotor.
Hence, though the model used for the design of the PR/RSC loop in above-rated condi ons (region III) is computed at
some wind speed above-rated according to (2.30) and, as Figure 22 shows, the difference between the expected value
of∇θTa(p̄(t)) (clean rotor) and the true one (iced rotor) is around 25%, it is the fact that the values of∇θTa(p̄(t)) are
in fact higher for the iced rotor than for the clean rotor that s ll enables appropriate power produc on. Moreover, the
small exis ng power produc on loss shown in Figure 24 is actually due to the PR/RSC controller reducing the generator
torque when the rotor-effec ve wind drops below the rated value, so as to allow the rotor mo on to be maintained
close it its rated speed. For the ice profile ICE-01 it can be concluded that only the par al-load opera on is affected
due to the change in op mum CP loca on with respect to the collec ve pitch angle.
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Figure 23: Time Series Simula on for Par al-Load Condi ons with Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Rotor for the ART 5 MW
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Figure 24: Time Series Simula on for Full-Load Condi ons with Clean and Iced (ICE-01) Rotor for the ART 5 MW
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Analysis with the Branched Leading Edge Ice Profile

Similar to the previous analysis, the bifurcated leading edge ice profile represents the accre on of ice around the leading
edge in each of the airfoils of a turbine blade such that the aerodynamic chord as well as the airfoil thickness remain
unchanged. However, here the leading edge geometry is severely affected as the cold water par cles on the blade
that move towards the leading edge during blade rota on are in this case considered to encounter wind turbulence
which will cause a branched-type of ice geometry around the leading edge (in fact, two small por ons of ice are formed
around the bifurcated leading edge); this ice profile will further be denoted by ICE-02 and the analysis follows in the
lines proposed in [36].

Figure 25: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Li Characteris c CL(AoA) for the NACA63418 Airfoil

As can be observed in Figure 25 and Figure 26, for the case of this ice profile the li and drag characteris cs are more
severely affected than in the case of the elongated leading edge ice profile. TheCL coefficient will have lower values for
the posi ve AoA region important for turbine opera on, yet the airfoils will stall at lower AoAs and the phenomenon
will bemore pronounced than in the case of the ICE-01 profile; yet again, theCD characteris c will show that the airfoil
drag is higher than the one for a clean airfoil for both posi ve and nega ve AoAs.

Figure 26: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Drag Characteris c CD(AoA) for the NACA63418 Airfoil
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When the effect of branched leading edge ice accre on is applied to the ART 5 MW rotor airfoils and the CP and CT

curves are calculated with FOCUS, it can be observed from Figure 27 and Figure 28 that the iced rotor behaviour in
terms of the blade pitch angle and p-speed-ra o is very different from the one of the nominal rotor. In general, both
lower CP and lower CT are seen for the en re considered p-speed-ra o range.

Figure 27: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Rotor Power Coefficient Curves CT (λ, θ) for the ART 5 MW Rotor

The control-relevant aspects of theCP curve are summarized in Table 2. As can be seen, for this ice profile the op mum
pitch angle remains unchanged for the power coefficient curve, however the op mal p-speed-ra o for the en re rotor
will be changed to higher values. The magnitude of the maximumCP is even smaller than in the case of the elongated
leading edge ice profile. In Figure 29 a comparison between the aerodynamic torque deriva ves with respect to the
collec ve blade pitch angle is shown as a func on of the rotor-effec ve wind speed. As can be observed, for the case
of ICE-02 accre on profile, the values of ∇θTa(p̄(t)) are very different between the clean and the iced rotor for the
en re range of opera onal wind speeds.

Figure 28: Comparison of Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Rotor Thrust Coefficient Curves CT (λ, θ) for the ART 5 MW Rotor

In Figure 30, where the ART 5 MW is simulated with the same wind realiza on with below-rated rotor-effec ve mean
wind speeds, the PR/RSC control loop designed for a turbine with clean rotor appears to keep the pitch angle to its
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Clean Rotor ICE-02 Rotor
Maximum Value [a.u.] 0.4904 −22.35%

θopt [deg] +1 +1
λopt [a.u.] 8.75 10.75

Table 2: Comparison of Power Coefficient Curve Proper es for the Clean Rotor and the Iced (ICE-02) Rotor of the ART 5 MW

op mum value for the en re simula on: this is because the turbine rotor never reaches its rated speed. Moreover,
overall power produc on is very low due to the reduced achieved rotor speed and, would be higher if the PR/RSC
controller would be able to achieve higher values of the p-speed-ra o. However, the new airfoil geometries do not
seem to allow for sufficient aerodynamic torque.

Figure 29: Aerodynamic Torque Deriva ves with respect to Pitch Angle for the Clean and the Iced (ICE-02) Rotor of the ART 5 MW

It is interes ng to observe that for full-load simulated rotor-effec ve mean wind-speeds, the rotor speed will also drop
due to the severely limited energy capturing behaviour and, although the electrical generator torque is indeed kept low,
the rotor speed will s ll not be able to become higher. The wind turbine, when close to idling, will try to start up due to
the acknowledgment of appropriate wind poten al. However, the start-up control algorithm [52] briefly introduced in
the previous chapter will not be able to cope with such changes in the expected turbine behaviour and will, therefore,
not be able to start the wind turbine.

As has been observed, ice accre on on wind turbine blades, either in the form of elongated leading edge accre on or
branched leading edge accre on, will cause losses in terms of power produc on. Whereas for the elongated leading
edge ice profile the losses, due to a change in the op mumpitch angle to some extent and also due to perturbed power
coefficient characteris c, were prominent in par al-load condi ons, for the branched leading edge ice profile the losses
are present in par al-load opera on and are even severe in full-load opera on due to the more pronounced changes
in theCP characteris c, including the loca on of the op mum p-speed-ra o. These indicate that the PR/RSC control
loop could be redesigned so as to be able to cope with this situa on. Similarly, these men oned changes of the rotor
characteris cs also have the poten al to alter the performance of the DriD and TowD control loops, given the fact that
parameters that account for the aerodynamic proper es of the turbine do appear in their respec ve models used for
loop design. During the performed analysis, however, no problems have been found regarding these two loops. Several
remarks regarding the possibili es for addressing the detected issues are made at the end of this thesis.
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Figure 30: Time Series Simula on for Par al-Load Condi ons with Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Rotor for the ART 5 MW
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Figure 31: Time Series Simula on for Full-Load Condi ons with Clean and Iced (ICE-02) Rotor for the ART 5 MW
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3.3 Effects of Support Structure Design Uncertainty
Wind turbine support structures are designed to ensure safe opera on of the en re system throughout its life me;
for this they need to be solid and able to withstand the large forces that occur at the rotor during its life me [21, 63].
The support structure is comprised of a tower fixed inside a founda on. The towers are in general designed with large
safety factors in mind such that their proper es can be guaranteed throughout their life me; this implies the use of
more material which, in turn, leads to increased overall produc on costs for the en re system [66]. As previously
men oned, to ensure that through wind turbine opera on the structural proper es of the tower are also maintained
and fa gue loads are reduced, tower damping control loops can be included in the turbine control system for damping
at least the first natural frequency of the tower [52], denoted here by NF.

Figure 32: Support Structure Installa on Figure 33: Marine Growth on Offshore Support Structure

In prac ce, the efficiency of the ac ve tower damping control loops is in mately related to both the structural proper es
of the tower and the accuracy of the model used throughout the design. Typically, these loops are designed using a
nominal tower model i.e. a tower model that is available during the wind turbine design phase. However, some
wind turbine manufacturers report that a er installa on (Figure 32), the modal proper es of the wind turbine support
structures can differ from the ones designed e.g. the tower natural frequency NF can deviate by as much as 15%.
Moreover, during opera on, the same modal proper es of the tower can change, either due to aging [21, 71, 39] or,
in the case of offshore wind turbines due to scour [66, 91], marine sand dunes [30, 29] or even marine growth [98] on
the support structure (Figure 33). These, in general, will also have an effect on the tower natural frequency, although
less severe.

In Table 3 the control-relevant effects that occur when a 20% lower tower natural frequency NF is present are given;
the considered support structure is denoted by Off-Spec TWr. Note that for the simula on, an ac ve tower damping
controller designed for the support structure with nominal tower frequency, denoted byNOMTWr has been used. The
presented results have been calculated based on three separate simula ons, each with its own mean wind speed but
with the same wind realiza on.

Below-Rated (BR) Around-Rated (ArR) Above-Rated (AbR)
NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr

MAX(Ωr) [rpm] 10.04 −0.09% 12.91 +0.10% 13.55 +0.17%
STD(Ωr) [rpm] 1.06 −0.00% 0.52 +1.54% 0.38 +1.32%
Energy [MWh] 5.32 +0.04% 36.69 −0.14% 41.62 +0.00%
Blade DELs [a.u.] DELbladeBR +0.60% DELbladeArR +0.58% DELbladeAbR +0.03%

Drivetrain DELs [a.u.] DELdtBR −0.12% DELdtArR +44.12% DELdtAbR −37.24%
Tower DELs [a.u.] DELtowBR +50.92% DELtowArR +107.63% DELtowAbR +97.63%

Table 3: Comparison of Simula on Results for the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec Support Structure (−20% in NF)
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As can be observed, if the support structure dynamics differ such that the natural frequency NF drops to such extents,
although the performance of the PR/RSC control loop remains unaffected, the performance of the ac ve TowD control
loop is severely limited, as hinted by the great increase of tower damage equivalent loads (DELs); no ce that the ac ve
DriD control loop is also poten ally affected at around-ratedwind speeds. Similarly, through Table 4 the control-relevant
effects of a 20%higher tower natural frequencyNF can be inves gated; as opposed to the previous situa on, in this case
the TowD control loop appears not to be performing well only in par al-load. Nonetheless, the DELs in the drivetrain
are s ll higher in the Off-Spec TWr case than for a nominal support structure NOM TWr for around-rated mean wind
speed simula ons.

Below-Rated Around-Rated Above-Rated
NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr NOM TWr Off-Spec TWr

MAX(Ωr) [rpm] 10.04 −0.13% 12.91 −0.07% 13.55 +0.05%
STD(Ωr) [rpm] 1.06 −0.14% 0.52 −0.45% 0.38 −0.73%
Energy [MWh] 5.32 −0.23% 36.69 +0.04% 41.62 +0.00%
Blade DELs [a.u.] DELbladeBR +0.52% DELbladeArR −0.28% DELbladeAbR −0.03%

Drivetrain DELs [a.u.] DELdtBR −0.55% DELdtArR +43.74% DELdtAbR −37.48%
Tower DELs [a.u.] DELtowBR +37.95% DELtowArR −33.95% DELtowAbR −32.55%

Table 4: Comparison of Simula on Results for the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec Support Structure (+20% in NF)

In Figure 34 and Figure 35 the power spectra of the tower bo ommoments corresponding to the presented simula on
are shown. As can be seen, in the case of off-spec support structures (Off-Spec TWr), the nominally-designed TowD
control loop is affected. Whereas typically the peaks in the power spectra of the tower bo om moments around the
tower natural frequency NF would be damped if the TowD control loop would be performing well, for the cases when
the support structure behaviour is away from the designed one (NOM TWr), this is no longer the case. Furthermore,
by inspec ng Figure 36 and Figure 37 it can no ced that indeed for the case of a lower tower natural frequency, the
oscilla ons of the tower top posi on are larger. This holds true for both par al-load condi ons and full-load condi ons,
but is more pronounced in the la er case and explains well both the results presented in Table 3 and the tower bo om
moments spectra in Figure 34 and Figure 35. At last, in Figure 38 and Figure 39, the effects of a high tower natural tower
frequency can be observed. For par al-load condi ons the movement of the off-spec tower is reduced in amplitude,
yet more oscillatory which will also cause higher DELs. For full-load opera on the tower top oscillates with less ample
movements; this is in agreement with the conclusions drawn based on Table 4. Based on the presented analysis, it
can be concluded that a method of dealing with varia ons in the support structure dynamics would be necessary to
improve the performance of the ac ve tower damping control loop. Similarly, the drivetrain damping control loop
design would also need to be re-inves gated in view of around-rated mean wind speed turbine opera on, yet this falls
outside the scope of this thesis.

3.4 Conclusions
The analysis performed in this chapter regarding the main design uncertainty factors in the wind turbine aerodynamic
subsystem and support structure has been related to up-to-date reported works from the technical literature. Ice
accre on on wind turbine blades has been shown to be a factor of concern and worth taking into account for control
design. The conclusions, however, have been different depending on the ice profile type: whereas one of the ice
geometries introduces onlymild problems for a nominally-designed power regula on and rotor speed control loop, the
other one limits turbine power performance severely and also affects auxiliary control schemes such as the start-up
control algorithm. A discussion regarding the effects of changedmodal proper es of thewind turbine support structure
has also been given, in the la er part of the chapter. As concluded, the ac ve tower damping control loop will not
deliver sa sfactory performance in the case of varia ons in the considered control-relevant tower proper es, to this
extent the first fore-a tower natural frequency NF. Nonetheless, if appropriately accounted for during the design
phase, these effects can poten ally be reduced. This is the focus of the next chapter where one par cular class of
advanced control design tools is used for the improved design of the ac ve tower damping control loop.
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Figure 34: Spectra of Tower Bo omMoment based on Full-Load Simula on of the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF)
Support Structure

Figure 35: Spectra of Tower Bo omMoment based on Par al-Load Simula on of the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF)
Support Structure
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Figure 36: Time Series Simula on for Par al-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (−20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW

Figure 37: Time Series Simula on for Full-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (−20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW
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Figure 38: Time Series Simula on for Par al-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW

Figure 39: Time Series Simula on for Full-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW
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4
Linear Parameter-Varying Active

Tower Damping Control

This chapter presents the approach taken towards addressing the need for improved control design in the light of
the men oned uncertainty factors as well as the rela on between their effects on control performance and the goals
formulated for the project. Consequently, an improved ac ve tower damping control design is developed in this chapter
that can cope with changes in the parameters of the considered support structure model. The goals of the tower
damping control loop are first revisited from the perspec ve of damage equivalent load mi ga on. The associated
control problem is then formulated and a design approach is developed. The method covered is successfully proven
to work in a case study where the turbine is simulated with different off-spec tower natural frequencies. A series of
conclusions regarding the presented material is finally drawn.

4.1 Motivation and Objectives

The goal of the ac ve fore-a tower damping control loop is to allow for support structure fa gue load reduc on by
means of collec ve pitch control. Bymodifying the pitch angle of the blades in response to themo ons of the tower top,
the fa gue loads can be reduced [52]. The tower bo ommoment, considered to this extent to be the most important
indicator of the exis ngmechanical loads in the support structure [21], is linearly related to the tower top displacement
in the case of the considered simplified tower model. In prac ce, it is of special importance to have an es mate of how
the mechanical loads in the tower relate to the support structure life me. This is generally evaluated star ng from the
me series of the tower bo om moment evolu on and using this data within DEL calcula on algorithms such as e.g.

the rainflow-coun ng (RFC) algorithm to arrive at an es mate of the equivalent fa gue load for the en re life me of the
wind turbine [21]. From a controls viewpoint, the problem of DEL loadmi ga on is not only challenging due to the fact
that the calcula on of damage equivalent loads can be done in many different ways, all yielding their separate results
only correlated up to some extent [69] but also due to the fact that it is difficult, if not impossible, to formulate control
objec ves in terms of some desired DEL behaviour. The DEL reduc on problem can be indirectly addressed through
e.g. H∞ or H2 approaches to ac ve tower damping control loop design [82, 34, 38, 47, 35, 52]. Within this chapter,
it has been chosen to use anH2 cost func on minimiza on objec ve for the purpose of achieving DEL reduc on [52].
However, an H∞ approach could equally be used. The crucial aspect, however, is to allow the controller to adapt to
changes in the support structure dynamics, as explained next.
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4.2 Problem Formulation and Control Design Framework
The tower damping design control problem has been formulated in Chapter 2 as a linear quadra c Gaussian (LQG)
design problem for the linear me-invariant (LTI) system (2.35) defined by (2.36): the control signal δθ(t) is calculated
at every me instant by using LQR-designed sta c state-feedback on the es mates of the tower top posi on and velocity
delivered by the Tower Fore-A Dynamics Observer. As discussed in Chapter 3, the performance of the tower damping
control loop deteriorates when the underlying LTI model:

[
δẋFA(t)

δẍFA(t)

]
= ATowD(p̄(t), ωtow

n )

[
δxFA(t)

δẋFA(t)

]
+ Bu,TowD(p̄(t), ωtow

n )δθ(t) + Bw,TowD(p̄(t), ωtow
n )δvrot(t)

δẍFA(t) = CTowD(p̄(t), ωtow
n )

[
δxFA(t)

δẋFA(t)

]
+ Du,TowD(p̄(t), ωtow

n )δθ(t) + Dw,TowD(p̄(t), ωtow
n )δvrot(t)

(4.1)

is no longer representa ve due to changes in the parameter ωtow
n , st

mt
, directly related to the first fore-a tower

natural frequency NF the support structure dynamics through
√
ωtow
n . The model in (4.1) is parametrized both by

the equilibrium opera ng point p̄(t) and the parameter ωtow
n that relates to fore-a tower natural frequency. In this

thesis, a dynamic output-feedback LPV gain-scheduled controller is designed such that the controller self-adapts its
parameters to the changes in ωtow

n . However, note that the equilibrium opera ng point p̄(t)will be considered fixed or
very slowly changing throughout the design. The problem is solved in a dynamic output-feedback framework, as the
state observer does not operate well under the considered changes in ωtow

n . As further theore cal background for this
reasoning, the reader is referred to [40].

In Figure 40 the magnitude Bode plot of the parametrized family of support structure dynamical models (4.1) is given
for the range of tower natural frequencies considered throughout the design

√
ωtow
n ∈

[
0.8

√
ωtow
n,nom, 1.2

√
ωtow
n,nom

]
.

As can be observed, both the low-frequency side - close to the direct current (DC) gain - and the peak amplitude owed
to the complex conjugate pole of (4.1) for a fixed ωtow

n vary as the value of ωtow
n is changed within the considered

interval.

Figure 40: Magnitude Bode Plot of the δθ(t) → δẍFA(t) Transfer from (4.1) for the Considered Range of Tower Natural Frequencies
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Note that the proposed model for control design (4.1) is affine in the parameter ωtow
n , which can be observed by

simple inspec on of (2.36) for the given defini on of ωtow
n . This allows the design of an LPV controller scheduled on

ωtow
n using tools from convex op miza on theory (see Appendix A for details). Carrying the design in discrete- me

allows for direct implementa on without any need for online discre za on as well as for the preven on of possible
loss of achieved performance due to controller post-design discre za on [87, 88]. The design algorithm chosen is the
generalizedH2 dynamic output-feedback synthesis for discrete- me systems, described extensively in Appendix A.

The final controller has the form:

xK(k + 1) = AK(ωtow
n )xK(k) +BK(ωtow

n )δẍFA(k)

δθ(k) = CK(ωtow
n )xK(k)

(4.2)

with all its statematrices depending onωtow
n . The controller is of the sameorder as the generalized plant and formulated

by rela ng the previous LQR design problemwith the currentH2 design problem [37]. This is shown in Figure 42 for the
sake of clarity. As can be seen in Figure 42, explicit account has been taken of the introduced tower damping control
filters that prevent control ac on to occur at frequencies introduced by e.g. the rota onal sampling effect [52].

Figure 41: Magnitude Bode Plot of the δẍFA(k) → δθ(k) Transfer of the LPV Tower Damping Controller for the Considered Range of
Tower Natural Frequencies

The designed controller will in prac ce be of the same order as the formulated generalized plant. As can be seen in
the Bode magnitude plot of Figure 41 given as a func on of the parameter ωtow

n , the controller can become of rather
high-order due to the size of the generalized plant. It is interes ng to observe that due to the formulated generalizedH2

objec ve func on, the controller will a empt to reduce the magnitude of the closed-loop system frequency response
at all complex frequencies. Observe, for example, how the closed-loop system low-frequency behaviour will eventually
be changed from that of the the open-loop system (4.1) behaviour bymeans of the LPV controller. Similarly, no ce how
several peaks do appear in Figure 41 due to the fact that for the minimiza on of generalizedH2 objec ve func on the
controller will try to counteract the effect of the tower damping control filters.

In the next sec on, the proposed LPV design approach is demonstrated on a case study with the full ART 5 MW wind
turbine model, whose tower dynamics is represented as (4.1), varying in terms of ωtow

n .
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Figure 42: Generalized Plant for LPV Ac ve Tower Damping Control
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4.3 Evaluation of the Obtained Results
The LPV tower damping controller designed in the previous sec on will now be used for analyzing the achieved results
in situa ons where the modal support structure characteris cs are off-spec, following similar lines to the inves ga on
presented in Chapter 3. The reported results are based on the following simula on setup:

• Simula on me: 650 seconds (data from the first 50 seconds unused);

• Simulated wind: one realiza on (same as previously); three wind speeds, as follows: 5.25 [m/s] - below-rated
condi ons, 12.5 [m/s] - around-rated condi ons, 20 [m/s] - above-rated condi ons;

• Simula on model: full ART 5 MW model (see Appendix B for details) with different tower natural frequencies NF
given by

√
ωtow
n ∈

[
0.8

√
ωtow
n,nom, 1.2

√
ωtow
n,nom

]
;

• Ac ve control loops: PR/RSC (nominal design), DriD (nominal design) and TowD (two designs, one fixed and based
on the nominal tower natural frequency - denoted by LTI and one based on the defined parameter ωtow

n associated
varia on range, scheduled on the value that ωtow

n takes during a par cular simula on - denoted by LPV).

The obtained results for theworst-case varia ons ofωtow
n with the LPV ac ve tower damping controller are summarized

in Table 5 and Table 6 as a comparison with the results that had been obtained in Chapter 3 with the LTI tower
damping controller. Note the values reported for the LTI controller are already scaled as defined by Table 3 and Table 4,
respec vely, so as to allow the comparison to be made with respect to them.

As can be observed in Table 5, adap ng the LPV controller parameters to the change in the tower natural frequency NF
allows for the tower damping control loop to perform be er than in the LTI controller case. Note how for a 20% lower
NF, the LPV controller is able of reducing the associated tower DELs by 3% for below-rated condi ons and even up to
approximately 8% for above-rated condi ons, when compared to the LTI controller. It is especially the la er results
that brings forward the extent of the improvement as this could allow wind turbine manufacturers to reduce the safety
factor that would need to cover for the worst-case scenario by the same considerable amount of 8%. It is also worth
men oning that this improvement comes at no addi onal cost, given that the remaining assessed factors, reported
in Table 5, remain approximately the same when comparing the performance of the LPV tower damping controller
with that of the LTI one. For the computa on of the presented data one wind realiza on has been used - the real-life
performance will be only slightly different - if several more wind realiza ons are used for simula on and the associated
obtained results are averaged, the confidence in the reported results can be increased [21, 63]. Finally, the me series
that correspond to the par al-load and full-load simula ons are summarized by Figure 47 and Figure 48.

Below-Rated (BR) Around-Rated (ArR) Above-Rated (AbR)
LTI LPV LTI LPV LTI LPV

MAX(Ωr) [rpm] 10.03 +0.09% 12.89 +0.11% 13.57 −0.24%
STD(Ωr) [rpm] 1.06 +0.12% 0.52 +0.57% 0.38 +3.26%
Energy [MWh] 5.32 +0.13% 36.63 −0.01% 41.62 −0.05%
Blade DELs [a.u.] 1.006 · DELbladeBR +0.06% 1.005 · DELbladeArR −0.09% 1.000 · DELbladeAbR +0.06%

Drivetrain DELs [a.u.] 0.998 · DELdtBR +0.22% 1.441 · DELdtArR +0.92% 0.627 · DELdtAbR −0.01%
Tower DELs [a.u.] 1.509 · DELtowBR −2.82% 2.076 · DELtowArR −1.97% 1.976 · DELtowAbR −8.27%

Table 5: Comparison of LTI TowD Controller and LPV TowD Controller Simula on Results for the ART 5 MWwith Off-Spec Support Structure
(−20% in NF)

The presented results of Table 5 are in agreement with the spectra of the tower bo om moments for e.g. for the
above-rated simula ons, shown in Figure 43. Observe how, in this specific example, the LPV ac ve tower damping
controller (LPV TowD) performs be er than the nominal LTI tower damping controller (LTI TowD) for the case when
the tower natural frequency is 20% lower (Off-Spec TOWr) than its nominal specifica on (NOM TOWr): the appearing
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peak in the power spectra of the tower bo ommoment owed to the change in the tower natural frequency is reduced
by LPV TowD compared to LTI TowDwhich explains the improvement shown in Table 5. Furthermore, in the case when
the tower natural frequency is increased by 20% above its nominal designed value, the LPV tower damping controller
does again perform be er in terms of tower DELs than the nominal LTI controller, especially for below-rated condi ons.
Note how, based on Table 5, this improvement is again by up to approximately 9%. The power spectra of the tower
bo ommoments for this special situa on are shown in Figure 44. The difference between the spectra of the moments
with the nominal LTI controller (LTI TowD) and the LPV controller (LPV TowD) is far less pronounced in this case. At last,
the me series that correspond to the par al-load and full-load simula ons are summarized by Figure 49 and Figure 50.

Below-Rated (BR) Around-Rated (ArR) Above-Rated (AbR)
LTI LPV LTI LPV LTI LPV

MAX(Ωr) [rpm] 10.02 +0.16% 12.90 +0.06% 13.55 −0.04%
STD(Ωr) [rpm] 1.05 +0.08% 0.51 −0.12% 0.37 +0.62%
Energy [MWh] 5.30 +0.59% 36.70 −0.02% 41.62 +0.00%
Blade DELs [a.u.] 1.005 · DELbladeBR −0.18% 0.997 · DELbladeArR +0.26% 0.999DELbladeAbR +0.05%

Drivetrain DELs [a.u.] 0.994 · DELdtBR +0.55% 1.437 · DELdtArR +0.14% 0.625 · DELdtAbR +0.85%
Tower DELs [a.u.] 1.379 · DELtowBR −8.62% 0.660 · DELtowArR −0.11% 0.674 · DELtowAbR +0.61%

Table 6: Comparison of LTI TowD Controller and LPV TowD Controller Simula on Results for the ART 5 MWwith Off-Spec Support Structure
(+20% in NF)

In Figure 45 and Figure 46 the performance with LPV tower damping controller (LPV TowD) in terms of achieved DELs
for different simula on cases, both par al-load and full-load, is shown in comparison to that obtainedwith the nominal
LTI controller (Nominal LTI TowD) and to that achieved when the tower damping control loop is disabled (TowD OFF).
Addi onally, the performance obtained with a redesigned LTI tower damping controller based on the changed tower
natural frequency is also shown (Redesigned LTI TowD). As can be seen, LPV TowD scheduled on the value of the
parameter ωtow

n does almost always perform be er than Nominal LTI TowD, designed for the nominal tower natural
frequency. The DEL performance with LPV TowD is, however, outperformed by Redesigned LTI TowD - the magnitude
of the addi onal load reduc on, though, depends on the considered values for the tower frequency. It can be observed
that the worst-case loads i.e. loads occurring for tower natural frequencies lower than the design are further reduced
by Redesigned LTI TowD. No ce, however, that Nominal LTI TowD can increase the DELs in some situa ons e.g. for
below-rated condi ons when the natural tower frequency happens to be higher than the designed one.

4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter an LPV approach towards improved ac ve tower damping control design has been proposed. This
has been mo vated by the analysis presented Chapter 3. The goals of the ac ve tower damping control loop have
been revisited and remarks regarding the formula on of the control objec ve of the tower damping control loop have
been made with respect to the possibility of increased mi ga on of fa gue loads. Subsequently, a tower damping
control problem that allows the controller to change its parameters based on the changes in the modal proper es of
the turbine support structure has been presented. The given formula on has allowed for an appropriate comparison
with the approach of Chapter 2. The design results have been shown and an evalua on of the obtained results has
been given. As indicated, the DEL performance of LPV tower damping control loop, scheduled on ωtow

n allows for
a reduc on of fa gue loads of approximately 8% compared to the situa on revealed in the analysis of Chapter 3.
Nonetheless, as has been shown, the complete redesign of some nominal controller is more appropriate for some
load cases, although not prac cal due to addi onal design work, load calcula ons and the wind turbine cer fica on
prac ces. Based on confiden al informa on from wind turbine manufacturers, the reduc on of fa gue loads in the
turbine support structure is propor onal to the reduc on of combined manufacturing and maintenance costs. This
makes the proposed solu on very a rac ve for the industry.

The following chapter brings into discussion how the presented work can be further extended towards allowing for
improved performance.
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Figure 43: Compara ve Spectra of Tower Bo omMoment based on Full-Load Simula on of the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec
(−20% in NF) Support Structure

Figure 44: Compara ve Spectra of Tower Bo omMoment based on Par al-Load Simula on of the ART 5 MW with Nominal and Off-Spec
(+20% in NF) Support Structure
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Figure 45: DEL Comparison for the ART 5 MW for Below-Rated Simula ons with Different Ac ve Tower Damping Controllers

Figure 46: DEL Comparison for the ART 5 MW for Above-Rated Simula ons with Different Ac ve Tower Damping Controllers
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Figure 47: Time Series Comparison for Par al-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (−20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW

Figure 48: Time Series Comparison for Full-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (−20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW
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Figure 49: Time Series Comparison for Par al-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW

Figure 50: Time Series Comparison for Full-Load Condi ons with Nominal and Off-Spec (+20% in NF) Tower for the ART 5 MW
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5
Assessment and Recommendations

As an assessment of the reported work from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 laid in the framework of Chapter 2, this chapter
gives an overview of the presented material and a personal reflec on on the formulated objec ves of the project from
Chapter 1. In rela on to these, several proposi ons are made regarding possibili es for further improvements. The
main goal of this brief account is to clearly delineate under what circumstances the considered design uncertainty in
the aerodynamic and support structure proper es of the wind turbine the can indeed be accounted for during the
design phase from the perspec ve of control systems.

5.1 Reflection on Formulated Objectives and Evaluation

The performed work has been mo vated by the current need of reducing the associated cost of energy from offshore
wind farms by an overall reduc on of uncertain es [66]. As has been explained, given the fact that the poten al of
wind at sea is considerable and yet the aspects triggered by wind turbine opera on in such harsh environments tend
to limit system performance, this approach towards the reduc on of the cost of energy is indeed legi mate.

This specific project has aimed at revisi ng a specific class of advanced control methodologies that can make explicit
use of known uncertainty regarding wind turbine opera on towards addressing these challenges; consequently, the
framework of the project has been posi oned within the robust and linear parameter-varying control theories.

In Chapter 2wind turbine control systems have been presented from the design and simula on point of view in rela on
to the project goals; subsequently, in Chapter 3 sources of uncertainty inwind turbine opera on have been inves gated
inves gated in terms of the aerodynamic subsystem and the wind turbine support structure: while the considered
factors, namely ice accre on wind turbine blades and devia ons of the modal support structure characteris cs from
their designed values, have all shown to limit system performance, the chapter has also revealed which of these can
indeed be addressed within the proposed framework. Chapter 4 has described how linear parameter-varying control
theory can be applied towards solving the encountered prac cal problem regarding the ac ve tower damping control
loop, yielding an improved performance of this loop of up to 9% compared to a design which does not account for the
devia ons in the modal characteris cs of the turbine support structure.

The formulated goals of the assignment are considered to be achieved given the fact that knowledge has been derived
regarding the amount to which the claimed factors do play a role in control system performance and also due to the
subsequent improvement of the ac ve tower damping control loop; both these areas of knowledge have the poten al
of reducing the cost of offshore wind energy if accounted for at future mes.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Though the goals of the project are considered to have been achieved, several detected exis ng problems have not
been addressed, primarily due to me constraints. These problems are revisited below and remarks aremade regarding
possible methods of dealing with them.

Ice accre on on wind turbine rotors has been shown to be both very likely to happen in prac ce and problema c for
wind turbine opera on; this situa on can be addressed as follows:

• Ice Accommoda on Control Systems: As has been presented in the men oned literature and also derived within
the reported work, ice accre on onwind turbine blades dras cally changes the power and thrust coefficient curves.
For both considered ice accre on geometries this has been seen to represent a problem also for the turbine control
systems, especially in terms of the power regula on and rotor speed control loop that does need to have an accurate
model of the aerodynamic behaviour of the rotor for op mal control ac on. Energy losses, while mainly due to the
accre on itself, can also occur due to the fact that the controllers do not account for these changes at all. Auxiliary
control loops e.g. start-up control have also been seen to be affected. These can all be improved by using different
control approaches than the ones within this project’s framework; suitable alterna ve approaches are the ones that
do allow for adap ng the control ac on based on the changes that ice accre on implies [44, 50].

Addi onal solu ons such as ice preven on systems mounted inside the turbine blades [60] also represent a possibility
towards improved wind turbine power performance, yet, although a rac ve from a prac cal perspec ve, discussing
such possibili es is outside the goals of the current project.

Varia ons in the support structure dynamics due to either environmental condi ons or installa on have also been seen
to pose problems; these can addressed as follows:

• Extensive Tower Damping Control Design: The LPV approach to ac ve tower damping control design has brought
forward a method of reducing tower DELs compared to the worst case situa on by explicitly accoun ng for the
changes in the modal characteris cs of the support structure and adap ng the controller parameters according to
such changes. However, these improvements are in prac ce limited by the following factors pertaining to the design
itself: the methodology introduces some moderate conserva sm in the design which could be inves gated with
respect to the allowed performance in terms of DELs and, furthermore, the manner in which the control objec ve
func on is formulated can be equally relevant for the design e.g. allowing for more aggressive pitch control ac on
can result in further reduc on of DELs at the poten al price of less produced energy and higher DELs for the turbine
blades or drivetrain, respec vely. It is here considered that all these factors need to be appropriately balanced in
the design of tower damping controllers, even for those scheduled based on the natural tower frequency proposed
within this thesis;

• Improved Tower Design and Installa on: As has been explained in the previous chapter, the increase in DELs for
turbine support structures that are far from the designed characteris cs can be a ributed both to the employed
controllerwhose design is typically carried in terms of the nominal systemmodel and due to the formof the changed
support structure dynamics themselves. For example, observe that in all cases where the natural tower frequency
had dropped below the 1P frequency, the DELs seem to have grown considerably; in such cases, there would be
very li le that the considered control methodologies could do to improve the situa on. It is, therefore, equally
important for wind turbine manufacturers to ensure that the natural tower frequencies, even if different from their
designed values, are not within the proximity of such dangerous regions.

As a final recommenda on, the combined analysis of both ice accre on on turbine blades and changes in support
structure proper es can prove to be revealing of further poten al issues.
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Appendix A: Robust and Linear Parameter-Varying
Control Theory

In this appendix, LMI-based robust and linear parameter-varying (LPV) control theory is briefly reviewed for se ng
the advanced control design background within which the formulated goals of the thesis have been achieved. These
methodologies are able to make explicit use of uncertainty regarding a system model in order to provide reliable
control designs of only moderate conserva sm. First, a unified framework for the modeling of uncertain dynamical
systems for robust and LPV control design is developed. The usefulness of LMI-based approaches for the control of
the proposed system class is then shown. Further presented material covers both sta c state-feedback synthesis and
dynamic output-feedback synthesis; based on the outlined topics, a full deriva on for the synthesis that corresponds
to the problem formulated in Chapter 4 is given. As already discussed in Chapter 4, the control objec ve is formulated
as a generalizedH2 norm minimiza on problem.

A Framework for Modeling Uncertain Dynamical Systems
Most real-life processes behave globally as generic nonlinear systems [55]. However, when modeling the dynamics of
a process for control design, simplifica ons are made either due to the fact that some phenomena are not relevant in
prac ce or because the control design task becomes intractable if the model is overly complex - this usually leads to
more specific descrip ons [75]. During this modeling phase a mathema cal descrip on of the desired performance in
the opera on of this process also becomes available and is appended to its descrip on - this gives rise to a so-called
generalized plant. A generic framework available for the mathema cal descrip on of such plants relies on associa ng
finite-dimensional con nuous- me state-space models:


ẋP (t) = f(xP (t), u(t), w(t), t)

y(t) = g(xP (t), u(t), w(t), t)

z(t) = h(xP (t), u(t), w(t), t)

(1)

to them, where f : Rnp+m+o+1 → Rnp , g : Rnp+m+o+1 → Rp and h : Rnp+m+o+1 → Rl are smooth nonlinear
func ons of their variables:


xP (t) ∈ Rnp (state vector)
u(t) ∈ Rm (input vector)
w(t) ∈ Ro (generalized disturbance vector)
t ∈ R+ (con nuous me)

(2)

and where y(t) ∈ Rp and z(t) ∈ Rl represent the output/measurements vector and the performance outputs vector,
respec vely; these are all func ons of the con nuous me t. As men oned, the generalized plant is a model of the
process together with all the design specifica ons e.g. knowledge about the vector of generalized disturbances w(t)
or about the way in which the measurements y(t) are produced, performance specifica ons on z(t) or restric ons on
the control signal u(t). Although the representa on (1) is convenient for a global defini on of the underlying dynamics
of the generalized plant, it is more common to express these as:

P :


ẋP (t) = AP (δ)xP (t) +BPu(δ)u(t) +BPw(δ)w(t)

y(t) = CPy (δ)xP (t) +DPuy (δ)u(t) +DPwy (δ)w(t)

z(t) = CPz (δ)xP (t) +DPuz (δ)u(t) +DPwz (δ)w(t)

(3)
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with δ , δ(t) being used as a convenient nota on; as there is usually no direct transfer from u(t) to y(t), the matrix
DPuy (δ) is assumed to sa sfy DPuy (δ) = 0, ∀δ ∈ ∆. Nonlinear systems (1) can be transformed into systems of the
form (3) either by following tradi onal Jacobian-based methods of deriva on, where the lineariza on is performed
explicitly along equilibrium opera ng trajectories, or by hiding away the nonlineari es in the system and including
them in δ, which represents the so-called quasi-LPV deriva on. Suchmodels (3) are called linear parameter-dependent
systems; these are linear state-space systemswhere all matrices are parametrized in terms of some parameter δ ∈ Rnδ ,
o en called the (scheduling) parameter vector e.g. δ could define the opera ng trajectory of that carries (1) to (3). In
this thesis, however, the parameter δ has been defined to be δ , ωtow

n .

The parameter δ, assumed to be online-available, is only known a priori only up to a certain extent i.e. it is known to lie in
some compact set∆ ⊂ Rnδ . Addi onally, its rate of varia on is assumed to be limited δ̇ ∈ ∆̇ ,

∏nδ

i=1[δ̇
inf
i , δ̇supi ]. Note

that ∆̇ is an nδ-dimensional convex polytope. Because δ is completely known at every me instant during opera on,
the system (3) is called an LPV system; if only part of the parameter vector were known, it would be called an uncertain
LPV system. Finally, if the parameter vector is not known at all (3) becomes an uncertain system. LPV systems have
been introduced in [79, 80] as an a empt of addressing the theore cal gaps in ad-hoc gain-scheduled control design
methods for nonlinear systems [81, 57, 73]. Depending on the varia on of δ with me, (3) can represent either a linear
me-invariant (LTI) system if δ is independent of the me t i.e. δ̇i = 0, ∀i = 1, nδ or a linear me-varying (LTV) system if

δ depends explicitly on t. Note that (3) can also be interpreted as an uncertain linear systemwhose realiza on depends
on the parameter δ - the so-called parametric uncertainty structure. As can be seen, this framework is par cularly
flexible and can poten ally fit many prac cal problems where real-life systems have been modeled first as in (1), then
as in (3) - several reputed examples are given in [12, 17, 95] and within the current thesis this flexibility also plays an
important role. Its relevance is also visible in the light of the fact that bymaking explicit use of such knowledge about the
parameter vector, either of a priori type or real- me informa on, designed controllers - be them sta c state-feedback:

K : u(t) = DK(δ)xP (t) (4)

with matrixDK(δ) of appropriate dimensions or dynamic output-feedback:

K :

{
ẋK(t) = AK(δ)xK(t) +BK(δ)y(t)

u(t) = CK(δ)xK(t) +DK(δ)y(t)
(5)

with xK(t) ∈ Rnk and matrices AK(δ), BK(δ), CK(δ), DK(δ) of appropriate dimensions - can be robust in some
sense, while onlymoderately conserva ve. These issueswill be exhaus vely explained throughout this appendix. Other
possible approaches for the design of robust controllers are described extensively in e.g. [101, 14, 83], yet will not be
considered here due to the fact that they do not provide a unified framework for tackling all possible systemswithin the
class (3) and customizing the design problem based on the par cular system type; these methodologies would trade
op mality for robustness and therefore introduce unnecessary conserva sm.

Closed-Loop Dynamical Systems and Relation to LMIs
The next step that needs to be taken a er a control problem has been formulated as in (3) is to design a controller
that guarantees the desired closed-loop behaviour - typically, the process within the generalized plant needs to be
guaranteed to func on safely and to have certain characteris cs of opera on; in systems-theore c terms the former
property could be called stability and the la er performance. The achievement of these proper es is possible by using
feedback control i.e. by crea ng an interconnec on as shown in Figure 51, where the closed-loop systemT is comprised
of the generalized plant denoted by P and the controllerK. The controller generates command signals u(t) based on
xP (t) or y(t), respec vely, with a goal of reducing the effects of the generalized disturbancesw(t) on the performance
signals z(t). In this part of the appendix, stability and performance condi ons for con nuous- me systems T are
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derived in terms of LMIs; the obtained rela ons are at the core of the associated control design algorithms i.e. should
these prospec ve algorithms be implemented and yield someop mal solu onK for a given plantP , then both stability
and performance of the closed-loop are guaranteed, subject to the imposed design criteria. For reasons of conciseness
and ease of understanding, the discrete- me systems case is not explicitly covered.

Figure 51: Generalized Feedback Interconnec on (LFT)

The closed-loop system T , formed with generalized plant (3) and controller (4) or (5), is given by:

T :

{
ẋ(t) = A(δ)x(t) +B(δ)w(t)

z(t) = C(δ)x(t) +D(δ)w(t)
(6)

with xT (t) , xT
P (t) for sta c state-feedback control or xT (t) ,

[
xT
P (t) xT

K(t)
]
for dynamic output-feedback control

and matrices A(δ), B(δ), C(δ), D(δ) computed by forming the linear frac onal interconnec on (LFT).

The issue of closed-loop stability is considered first: T is said to be quadra cally stable if there exists a (quadra c)
func on Vstab : Rnp+nk → R, Vstab(x(t)) = xT (t)Xx(t) with X = XT , called Lyapunov stability func on, such
that [75]:

{
X ≻ 0

AT (δ)X +XA(δ) ≺ 0
(7)

for ∀δ ∈ ∆. This convenient par cular form for the Lyapunov stability func on follows immediately from the classical
stability analysis methods of Aleksandr Lyapunov for linear systems [61] andwill con nue to reflect system linearity [96,
97] in (6). Note that the requirement of having a single Lyapunov matrix for the en re set∆ is very conserva ve and
also introduces stability robustness against arbitrarily-fast changes in the parameter δ ∈ ∆ (i.e. considers ∆̇ = Rnδ , see
e.g. [76]). In prac ce, this may be undesirable and, as explained later, will be avoidable bymaking further requirements
on the form of the Lyapunov func on Vstab.

As a second control design task, it is important to ensure that the signal w(t) is a enuated by the closed-loop system
T such that its effects on z(t) are limited: this property of the closed-loop system is called dissipativity. The fact
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that (6) should be dissipa vewith respect to a supply rate s(w(t), z(t))means that there exists a differen able func on
Vdissip : Rnp+nk → R, called Lyapunov storage func on, such that [75]:

∂

∂x
Vdissip(x(t)) ≼ s(w(t), z(t)) (8)

along all possible state trajectories x(t). For a physical interpreta on of this property, a system which sa sfies the
differen al dissipa on inequality (8) will always have internally less energy than it has been supplied or, at the most,
the exact same amount; part of the energy supplied to the system is stored and part of it is dissipated. By following the
same reasoning as previously, a convenient relevant choice for the supply rate s(w(t), z(t)) is to have it quadra c:

s(w(t), z(t)) =

[
w(t)

z(t)

]T [
Q S

ST R

][
w(t)

z(t)

]
(9)

with symmetric matrices Q ∈ Ro and R ∈ Rl (this holds only if the pair (A(δ), B(δ)) is controllable for ∀δ ∈ ∆).
Note that the proposed supply rate s(w(t), z(t)) in (9) can also be wri en in terms of the internal state x(t) and the
exogenous input w(t) as:

s(w(t), z(t)) =

[
x(t)

w(t)

]T [
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

]T [
Q S

ST R

][
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

][
x(t)

w(t)

]
(10)

With this quadra c supply rate, the requirement for the sa sfac on of the dissipa on inequality (8) becomes: the
system (6) is dissipa ve with respect to the supply rate (10) if the controllable system T admits a quadra c Lyapunov
storage func on Vdissip(x(t)) = xT (t)Xx(t) withX = XT such that:

[
AT (δ)X +A(δ)X XB(δ)

BT (δ)X 0

]
−

[
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

]T [
Q S

ST R

][
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

]
≼ 0 (11)

Just as in (7), this approach is conserva ve and the single LyapunovmatrixX will also introduce performance robustness
against arbitrarily-fast δ parameter changes. For now, by sa sfying both (7) and (11) simultaneously, the closed-loop
system is both robustly quadra cally stable and achieves some robust quadra c performance criteria. Although stability
is easily characterized, in general, performance can be specified in many different ways [101]. One par cular type of
closed-loop performance specifica ons of interest in this thesis is the generalized H2 performance or the so-called
energy-to-peak gain of the system T , see e.g. [77, 28, 32, 100, 31]. Should w(t) be a random signal with a Gaussian
probability density func on (PDF) and constant power spectral density (PSD), o en called a white noise signal, this
performance type describes the asympto c variance of the output z(t):

∥T∥22 , lim
t→∞

E
{
zT (t)z(t)

}
(12)

for a given realiza on of w(t); as a similar (but determinis c) interpreta on, it can be said that (12) summarizes the
effect of the signal w(t) on the energy sum of transients in the signal z(t). If A(δ) is stable and D(δ) = 0 in (6) for
∀δ ∈ ∆, then ∥T∥2 is finite and can be equivalently described by [76]:

∥T∥2 = sup
0<∥w∥2<∞

∥Tw∥∞
∥w∥2

(13)
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An a enua on of finite level γ of the signal w(t) by T towards z(t) will hence be denoted by ∥T∥2 < γ; it will be
achievable for the system (6) with A(δ) stable andD(δ) = 0 either if there exists a matrixX = XT such that:

{
trace(C(δ)XC(δ)T ) < γ2

A(δ)X +XAT (δ) +B(δ)BT (δ) ≺ 0
(14)

or, equivalently, if there exists a matrix Y = Y T so that:

{
trace(B(δ)TY B(δ)) < γ2

AT (δ)Y + Y A(δ) + CT (δ)C(δ) ≺ 0
(15)

Analogous deriva ons can be conducted for discrete- me closed-loop systems:

T :

{
x(k + 1) = A(δ)x(k) +B(δ)w(k)

z(k) = C(δ)x(k) +D(δ)w(k)
(16)

formedwith the discrete- me equivalents of the generalized plant (3) and of the controller (4) or (5) and themen oned
customiza ons and assump ons; here k ∈ Z+ will represent the discrete me instants of which all signals are func ons
e.g. even δ , δ(k). Similar inequali es to (7), (11), (14) and (15) would then be arrived at and the equivalent
interpreta ons could be given,muta s mutandis. One such example will be considered in the next sec on.

All inequali es (7), (11), (14) and (15) are actually LMIs parametrized in terms of δ and they capture the desired
characteris cs of the closed-loop system also from a computa onal point of view; such inequali es are very a rac ve
due to their many interes ng proper es. Mathema cally, they are part of LMI op miza on, which is a subfield of
semidefinite programming (SDP) with the objec ve customized to finding some vector κ ∈ Rnκ such that:

F (κ) , F0 +

nκ∑
i=1

κ(i)Fi ≽ 0 (17)

for symmetricmatricesF0 ∈ RnF×nF andFi ∈ RnF×nF , i = 1, nκ. For instance, considering (14) again, κwill contain
the independent entries of the symmetric matrixX .

While LMIs do have a long history in both systems and control theory, their use has become especially popular during
the past two decades due to the availability of computa onally-efficient methods applicable to solving semidefinite
programs [65, 16, 43]. For a detailed, although not up-to-date review, the reader is referred to [19].

Reducing the Conserva sm

Asmen oned, the rela ons (7), (11), (14) and (15) characterize robustness of both closed-loop stability andperformance
for all possible parameters δ ∈ ∆ and against arbitrarily-fast parameter changes; controllers designed such that these
condi ons are guaranteed to be met are called robust controllers. Although a rac ve from some points of view, this
type of controllers tends to yield an unreasonable compromise between stability and performance.

In prac ce, it may be desirable to allow for a more balanced trade-off between these two proper es of the closed-loop
system; this is possible within the presented framework by allowing for parameter-dependent Lyapunov func ons
(PDLFs) which is s ll a conserva ve approach, but not as much as the previous one.

The presented rela ons then specialize to:
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(7)
PDLFs
=⇒

{
X(δ) ≻ 0

AT (δ)X(δ) +X(δ)A(δ) + Ẋ(δ) ≺ 0

(11)
PDLFs
=⇒

[
AT (δ)X(δ) +A(δ)X(δ) + Ẋ(δ) X(δ)B(δ)

BT (δ)X(δ) 0

]
−

[
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

]T [
Q S

ST R

][
0 I

C(δ) D(δ)

]
≼ 0

(14)
PDLFs
=⇒

{
trace(C(δ)X(δ)C(δ)T ) < γ2

A(δ)X(δ) +X(δ)AT (δ) + Ẋ(δ) +B(δ)BT (δ) ≺ 0

(15)
PDLFs
=⇒

{
trace(B(δ)TY (δ)B(δ)) < γ2

AT (δ)Y (δ) + Y (δ)A(δ) + Ẏ (δ) + CT (δ)C(δ) ≺ 0

Under some further assump ons on the parameter dependency, synthesis methods for guaranteeing that these new
condi ons are met generically lead to LPV controllers.

Allowing for Numerical Tractability

Although presented as LMIs in their respec ve variables, the rela ons (7), (11), (14) and (15) as well as their PDLF-based
counterparts are, as has been men oned, parametrized in terms of δ; given that no explicit dependence has been
assumed on the parameter δ, every LMI will be infinite-dimensional; what is more, because of the fact that these
condi ons need to hold true at all points δ ∈ ∆, an infinite number of LMIswill arise for each individual inequality. These
two factsmake the associated op miza on problems numerically intractable [9]. To address the infinite-dimensionality
issue, the system matrices are assumed to be affinely-dependent on the parameter δ:


A(δ) = A0 +

∑nδ

i=1 δiAi

B(δ) = B0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiBi

C(δ) = C0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiCi

D(δ) = D0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiDi

(18)

This can happen either na vely or by replacing the ini ally considered parameter with another one that does allow for
this formula on. Note that the previous requirement for the validity of (14) and (15) implies that Di = 0, i = 1, nδ

andD0 = 0. For LPV synthesis it is typically imposed that the Lyapunov matrices sa sfy the same parametriza on:

{
X(δ) = X0 +

∑nδ

i=1 δiXi

Y (δ) = Y0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiYi

(19)

and these will imply Ẋ(δ) =
∑nδ

i=1 δ̇iXi and Ẏ (δ) =
∑nδ

i=1 δ̇iYi, respec vely.

For addressing the issue of infinite number of LMI rela ons, one tries to exploit convenient proper es of LMIs. Should
it hold true that, a er subs tu ng these men oned affine forms of the matrices in the LMIs associated with the
derived condi ons for closed-loop stability and performance, these will depend affinely on the parameter δ, then the
solu on is trivial: one approximates the given set ∆ by some nδ-dimensional convex polytope ∆ with N∆ ver ces
{Γ1,Γ2, ...,ΓN∆

} i.e. a closed set of points δ ∈ Rnδ that lie in the convex hull of {Γ1,Γ2, ...,ΓN∆
} and sa sfy δ =∑N∆

j=1 αjΓj with αj ≥ 0, ∀j = 1, N∆ and
∑N∆

j=1 αj = 1 (see e.g. [20]) and checks the corresponding LMI condi ons
only at the ver ces of the joint defini on polytope∆× ∆̇. However, this will only be possible for the robust synthesis
case; for LPV synthesis the obtained LMIs will no longer be affine in δ, hence it would be necessary to introduce dummy
parameters to hide away the non-affine dependencies, extend the parameter vector and bound the associated space
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of the extended parameter vector by some other convex polytope - this is, yet again, poten ally conserva ve [8, 7, 6].
The mul -convexity property could be used as an alterna ve but only in some special cases [42, 84].

One other possibility, solving both issues men oned above, is to grid ∆ and check that the LMI condi ons for every
grid point within the defined grid are sa sfied [99, 13]; note that all the parameter-dependent matrices in the grid are
convex combina ons of their correspondents at the ver ces of the convex polytope∆; this procedure does, however,
only provide guarantees for the defined grid and the associated points, therefore the grid density needs to be itera vely
increased in order to have reliable obtained results - this, in turn, drama cally increases the number of LMIs; what is
more, a very fine grid can even make the LMI system infeasible, in which case the grid density should be decreased.

One final alterna ve is the so-called probabilis c approach [86, 22, 67, 41] which relies on the use of randomized
itera ve algorithms; these converge in a finite number of steps only if the problem is feasible; this approach can provide
guarantees for all possible parameter values yet it requires a very large number of itera ons for this, a fact whichmakes
it less prac cal.

For the remaining part of this appendix, as well as for Chapter 4 the following statements will hold true regarding the
framework used for controller synthesis:

• the parameter dependency of (3) on δ , ωtow
n is na vely affine; for reduced conserva sm LPV controller design is

desired, therefore all Lyapunov matrices are imposed to be affinely parameter-dependent;

• for numerical tractability the gridding approach will be used with as fine a grid as possible;

• to allow fordirect implementa onwithout the risk of loss of performancedue to controller post-design discre za on,
the synthesis is carried in discrete- me; for this (3) first needs to be discre zed appropriately; this is partly explained
in the last part of this appendix and partly explained in Chapter 4.

LPV Dynamic Output-Feedback Control: The Discrete-Time Case

In this part of the appendix, one possible deriva on of a solu on to the generalizedH2 LPV dynamic output-feedback
control synthesis problem for discrete- me systems is shown from the same LMI viewpoint previously introduced. As
already men oned, it will be assumed throughout this exposi on that the parameter δ na vely belongs to a convex
polytope ∆. Moreover, the rate of varia on of all its components is considered to be very slow δ̇i ∼= 0, ∀i = 1, nδ

and hence ∆̇ = 0nδ
due to prac cal reasons regarding the men oned choice of δ; this will imply that Ẋ(δ) = 0 and

Ẏ (δ) = 0. The system matrices will be assumed to be parameter-dependent A(δ), B(δ), C(δ) with the excep on of
D(δ) = 0. For LPV synthesis affine parameter dependence is used in the Lyapunov matrices as previously explained;
as expected, the obtained LPV controllerK will in fact denote a parametrized family of controllers, scheduled on the
values that δ takes. As will be seen, whereas ini ally an unsuitable synthesis problem arises, by a suitable change of
variables it can be conveniently recast towards implementa on.

For the case of dynamic output-feedback LPV control, the LFT interconnec on previously shown in Figure 51, now
formed with the discrete- me generalized plant P :

P :


xP (k + 1) = AP (δ)xP (k) +BPu(δ)u(k) +BPw(δ)w(k)

y(k) = CPy (δ)xP (k) +DPuy (δ)u(k) +DPwy (δ)w(k)

z(k) = CPz (δ)xP (k) +DPuz (δ)u(k) +DPwz (δ)w(k)

(20)
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and discrete- me dynamic output-feedback controllerK:

K :

{
xK(k) = AK(δ)xK(k) +BK(δ)y(k)

u(k) = CK(δ)xK(k) +DK(δ)y(k)
(21)

will be given as shown in Figure 52. Note that the measurements vector y(k) is part of the generalized plant P and the
controller only has access to the measured output y(k). The matrices (16) of the closed-loop system T are in this case
given by:



A(δ) =

[
AP (δ) +BPu

(δ)DK(δ)CPy
(δ) BPu

(δ)CK(δ)

BK(δ)CPy (δ) AK(δ)

]

B(δ) =

[
BPw(δ) +BPu(δ)DK(δ)DPwy (δ)

BK(δ)DPwy (δ)

]

C(δ) =
[
CPz (δ) +DPuz (δ)DK(δ)CPy (δ) DPuz (δ)CK(δ)

]
D(δ) =

[
DPwz (δ) +DPuz (δ)DK(δ)DPwy (δ)

]

(22)

Several remarks are first in order: because D(δ) = 0 is to be imposed for generalized H2 synthesis, as previously
men oned, DPwz (δ) = 0 in (22) as usual; what is more, because no further assump ons are now made regarding
DPuz (δ) and/orDPwy (δ) in (22), when implemented for control design, the proposed op miza on problemwill always
deliverDK(δ) = 0 for the same reason. These two are, hence, omi ed in Figure 52.

For solving the synthesis problem i.e. finding a controllerK in such that the closed-loop system has ∥T∥2 < γ for all
δ ∈ ∆, it is necessary to find feasible solu onsX(δ) = XT (δ) andQ = QT to the op miza on problem:

min γ2

over all δ ∈ ∆

subject to



X(δ) X(δ)A(δ) X(δ)B(δ)

⋆ X(δ) 0

⋆ ⋆ I

 ≺ 0

[
Q C(δ)

⋆ X(δ)

]
≻ 0

trace(Q) < γ2

(23)

As specified, the LyapunovmatrixX(δ) is affinely-dependent on the parameter δ i.e. X(δ) = X0+
∑nδ

i=1 δiXi. No ce
that the constraints associated to the op miza on problem (23) are not convex due to products between the Lyapunov
matrix X(δ) and the controller matrices AK(δ), BK(δ), CK(δ) and DK(δ) in the closed-loop system matrices A(δ)
andB(δ), respec vely. However, ifX(δ) is par oned as:

X(δ) =

[
R(δ) U(δ)

UT (δ) Z(δ)

]
(24)
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Figure 52: LFT Interconnec on forH2 Dynamic Output-Feedback Control

thenX−1(δ) is given by a similar par oning:

X−1(δ) =

[
S(δ) V (δ)

V T (δ) W (δ)

]
(25)

and by further introducing the matrix variable Y (δ):

Y (δ) =

[
S(δ) I

V T (δ) 0

]
(26)

the following change of variables becomes suitable:

[
K(δ) L(δ)

M(δ) N(δ)

]
=

[
U(δ) R(δ)BPu(δ)

0 I

][
AK(δ) BK(δ)

CK(δ) DK(δ)

][
V T (δ) 0

CPy (δ)S(δ) I

]
+

[
R(δ)AP (δ)S(δ) 0

0 0

]
(27)

for rendering the problem convex. This is achieved by the le -side and right-side matrix mul plica on of the LMI
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constraints in (23):

Y T (δ) 0 0

⋆ Y T (δ) 0

⋆ ⋆ Y T (δ)

 ·

X(δ) X(δ)A(δ) X(δ)B(δ)

⋆ X(δ) 0

⋆ ⋆ I

 ≺ 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
part of (23)

·

Y (δ) 0 0

⋆ Y (δ) 0

⋆ ⋆ Y (δ)


(28)

and:

[
I 0

⋆ Y T (δ)

]
·

[
Q C(δ)

⋆ X(δ)

]
≻ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

part of (23)

·

[
I 0

⋆ Y (δ)

]
(29)

the LMI constraints in (23) then become affine in the unknowns S(δ),R(δ),K(δ), L(δ),M(δ),N(δ) andQ:


S(δ) I AP (δ)S(δ) +BPu(δ)M(δ) AP (δ) +BPu(δ)N(δ)CPy (δ) BPw(δ) +BPu(δ)N(δ)DPwy (δ)

⋆ R(δ) K(δ) S(δ)AP (δ) + L(δ)CPy (δ) S(δ)BPw(δ) + L(δ)DPwy (δ)

⋆ ⋆ S(δ) I 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ R(δ) 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ I

 ≺ 0

Q CPz (δ)S(δ) +DPuz (δ)M(δ) CPz (δ) +DPuz (δ)N(δ)CPy (δ)

⋆ S(δ) I

⋆ ⋆ R(δ)

 ≻ 0

trace(Q) < γ2

(30)

Note that although all synthesis matrices are imposed to be affinely parameter-dependent:



S(δ) = S0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiSi

R(δ) = R0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiRi

K(δ) = K0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiKi

L(δ) = L0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiLi

M(δ) = M0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiMi

N(δ) = N0 +
∑nδ

i=1 δiNi

(31)

The LMI constraints (30) are s ll not affine in the parameter δ, therefore the gridding approach will be used to solve
the op miza on problem (23) with constraints (30), as men oned.
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From theprevious synthesis rela ons (30), the controllermatrices are arrived at by performing the reverse subs tu ons,
one by one:


DK(δ) = N(δ)

CK(δ) =
(
M(δ)−DK(δ)CPy (δ)S(δ)

)
V −T (δ)

BK(δ) = U−1(δ) (L(δ)−R(δ)BPu(δ)DK(δ))

AK(δ) = U−1(δ)
[(
K(δ)− L(δ)CPy (δ)S(δ)−R(δ)AP (δ)S(δ)

)
V −T (δ)−R(δ)BPu(δ)CK(δ)

] (32)

Note here that U(δ) and V T (δ) are required, yet not directly available from the solu on of the op miza on problem;
however, by making use of the fact thatX(δ)X−1(δ) = I and of the par oning (24) and (25) ofX(δ) andX−1(δ),
respec vely, these can be obtained e.g. by performing an SVD:

U(δ)V T (δ) = I −R(δ)S(δ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ξ(δ)Σ(δ)ΨT (δ)

(33)

and choosing U(δ) = Ξ(δ)Σ(δ) and V T = ΨT .

The following algorithm gives an overview of how the synthesis procedure presented in this sec on can be used for
Chapter 4:

Step 1 (Offline) : define δ , ωtow
n and choose a range for δ ∈ ∆ ,

[
ωtow
n,inf , ω

tow
n,sup

]
;

Step 2 (Offline) : choose a fine grid of points for the parameter space∆;

Step 3 (Offline) : for every grid point find the associated set of polytopic scheduling weights;

Step 4 (Offline) : for every set of polytopic scheduling weights find the generalized plant (3) by using on the current
value of δ and discre ze it using e.g. a sampling period Ts and ZOH discre za on; this leads to one system (20) for
every grid point defined;

Step 5 (Offline) : for all defined grid points construct the full op miza on problem (23) by stacking the associated
constraints (30) for every grid point and solve it using e.g. [43]; a set of matrices S(δ), R(δ), K(δ), L(δ), M(δ),
N(δ) is arrived at for every vertex of the defined parameter polytope∆;

Step 6 (Online) : at me instant k determine ωtow
n and use δ = ωtow

n ; find the associated set of polytopic scheduling
weights;

Step 7 (Online) : based on the polytopic set of scheduling weights at discrete- me instant k, find the current plant (3)
by using on the current value of δ and discre ze it using e.g. a sampling period Ts and ZOH discre za on; extract
matricesAP ,BPu

and CPy
for later use;

Step 8 (Online) : based on the polytopic set of scheduling weights at me discrete- me instant k, find the current
synthesis matrices S(δ),R(δ),K(δ), L(δ),M(δ),N(δ) from (31);
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Step 9 (Online) : based on the current values of S(δ) and R(δ), find the current values of U(δ) and V T (δ) in a
me-efficient manner e.g. by se ng U(δ) = I −R(δ)S(δ) and V T (δ) = I in (33);

Step 10 (Online) : use the reverse subs tu on (32) to find the current controller matrices based on the calculated
AP (δ),BPu(δ), CPy (δ), S(δ),R(δ),K(δ), L(δ),M(δ),N(δ), U(δ) and V T (δ).

Note that although op mized, in general the described procedure can be me-consuming depending on the size of the
generalized plant P and the spa al dimension of∆. Given the choice of δ used within this report, the la er problem
does no longer represent an issue. Nonetheless, care must s ll be taken in choosing an appropriate sampling period
when discre zing the con nuous- me parameter-dependent generalized plant [87, 88] such that all opera ons can
be done in a real- me manner. Moreover, based on the controller matrices at every me instant k, the control signal
in (21), given as the output of an adap ve filter, also requires special a en on towards implementa on [33], yet this
is outside the scope of the currently-presented material. This concludes Appendix A.
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Appendix B: Defini on of the ART 5 MW Reference
Wind Turbine

Figure 53: Conceptual View of the ART 5 MW
Reference Wind Turbine

The ART 5 MW is a VS-VP bo om-supported monopile reference offshore
wind turbine based on the design of the Na onal Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s reference wind turbine [48]. The turbine is depicted
conceptually in Figure 53 and has been improved by the Energy Research
Centre of the Netherlands [58].

The ART 5 MW is designed to operate under nominal gravity condi ons,
air densi es of around ρ=1.226 [kg/m3], water depths of aroundHwat=20
[m] and water densi es of approximately ρwat=1000 [kgm3]. Within
the current report, the turbine model has been used for control design
and simula on purposes together with the reference control design tool
ACT [52].

The following tables offer the main characteris cs for the ART 5 MW
subsystems, in accordance with both the presented informa on in
Chapter 2 and the corresponding defini ons as part of ACT [52, 51], as well
as the customized designed opera onal curve proper es used throughout
this report.

Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Number of Blades B 3 [blades]

Top-Rela ve Rotor Center
[
x, y, z

]
[-5,0,0] [m]

Rotor Cone Angle ΦROT -2.5 [deg]
Rotor Radius R 64.14 [m]
Rotor Iner a Jr 37960000 [kgm2/rad2]

Blade Root Radius RBRoot 1.5 [m]
Blade Mass mbla 17400 [kg]

Edgewise Natural Frequency ωblade
n,edge 1.07 [Hz]

Edgewise Damping Ra o ζbladeedge 0.0048 [a.u.]
Leadwise Natural Frequency ωblade

n,lead 0.69 [Hz]
Leadwise Damping Ra o ζbladelead 0.0048 [a.u.]

Table 7: Main Rotor Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine

Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Pure Delay τpt 0.1 [s]

Natural Frequency ωpt 3.1831 [Hz]
Damping Ra o ζpt 0.5 [a.u.]

Pitch Angle Constraints
[
θmin, θmax

]
[-90,90] [deg]

Pitch Speed Constraints
[
θ̇min, θ̇max

]
[-6,6] [deg/s]

Pitch Accelera on Constraints
[
θ̈min, θ̈max

]
[-12,12] [deg/s2]

Table 8: Main Pitch Actuator Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine
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Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Tilt Angle Θdt 5 [deg]

Torsional S ffness sdt 2 [GNm/rad2]
Torsional Natural Frequency ωdt

n 2.14 [Hz]
Torsional Damping Ra o ζdt 0.03 [a.u.]

Generator/Fast Sha Iner a Jg/fs 534 [kgm2/rad2]
Coulomb Fric on Torque TC 0 [Nm/rad]

Generalized Fric on Torque Loss TT 0.0287 [a.u.]
Viscous Fric on Torque Loss TV 0 [Nms/rad2]

Table 9: Main Drivetrain Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine

Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Generator Type N/A DFIG
Generator Iner a Jg 534 [kgm2/rad2]

Generator Natural Frequency ωg 15.91 [Hz]
Generator Damping Ra o ζg 0.7 [a.u.]

Generator Torque Constraints
[
Tmin
gen , Tmax

gen

]
[0,460] [kNm/rad]

Generator Electrical Losses Tel,g 0.0287 [a.u.]

Table 10: Main Electrical Generator Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine

Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Tower Top Height H 110 [m]

Tower Base Diameter Φbase 6 [m]
Tower Top Diameter Φtop 3.8 [m]

Tower Top Equivalent Mass mt 520000 [kg]
Tower Top Equivalent S ffness st 1181200 [N/m]
Tower Top Equivalent Damping dt 31.34 [Ns/m]

Table 11: Main Support Structure Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine

Assigned Mathema cal Nota on Numerical Value within ART 5 MW Turbine
Rated Electrical Power Prat 5 [MW]
Rated Rotor Speed Ωr,rat 12.1 [rpm]

Minimum Rotor Speed Ωr,min 6 [rpm]
Maximum Rotor Speed Ωr,max 15 [rpm]
Rated Wind Speed vrated 12.5 [m/s]
Cut-In Wind Speed vcutin 3 [m/s]
Cut-Out Wind Speed vcutout 25 [m/s]

Low Exclusion Wind Speed vexcl,low 10.5 [m/s]
High Exclusion Wind Speed vexcl,high 12.5 [m/s]

Table 12: Opera on Characteris cs for the ART 5 MWWind Turbine
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